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1. Overview and Summary

1.1 Scope of this Report
This document reports the research activities and results for the seven month period 16
October 1984 to 15 March 1985 (5 months) under the Defense Advanced Research Project
Agency (ARPA) Submicron Systems Architecture Project.

1.2 Objectives
The central theme of this research is the architecture and design of VLSI systems appropriate to a microcircuit technology scaled to submicron feature sizes, and includes related
efforts in concurrent computation and VLSI design. Additional background information can
be found in previous semiannual technical reports [5052:TR:82], [5078:TR:83], [5103:TR:83j,
[5122:TR:84j,5160:TR:84.

1.3 Highlights
Some highlights of the previous 7 months are:
• Cosmic cube technology transfer (2.1.1).
• First working Mosaic RAMs (2.2).
• Concurrent Prolog process model (3.1).
• Denotational Semantics for Prolog (3.1).
• New method for compiling programs into self-timed systems (3.6).
e New results in burst error codes (4.1).
• First benchmarks on the MOSSIM Simulation Engine (4.3).
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2. Architectural Experim.ents
2.1 Cosmic Cube
W C Athas, Reese Faucette, Wen-King Su, Chuck Seitz
2.1.1 Tech.nology Transfer
We reported in our last semi-annual technical report that a non-exclusive license had been
negotiated for the cosmic cube, covering design and patent rights, and a resale license of
the operating system.
We are now at liberty to report that this licensee is Intel Corporation. Intel announced the
"iPSC" (Intel Personal Supercomputer) line of computers, versions connected as 5-cubes,
6-cubes, and 7-cubes (32, 64, and 128 nodes, respectively), on 11 February 1985, with
first deliveries scheduled for June 1985. These systems are about 4 times as powerful per
node than the cosmic cube. The instruction processor is an Intel 80286/80287 rather than
the 8086/8087, the storage is 512K bytes rather than 128K bytes, and the communication
channel rate is 10 Mbits/s instead of 2 Mbits/sec.
The technology transfer effort has been relatively straightforward. The Intel machines
are expected to be very nearly (C) program compatible with the cosmic cube in spite of
hardware differences, due to the resident operating system hiding hardware details successfully.
The terms of the license agreement include a contribution of an iPSC d7 (7-cube) machine
that will be operated by the Caltech Submicron Systems Architecture Project. This machine
will be available on the ARPAnet for programming and application experiments.

2.1.2 Retrospective and Future Plans
The cosmic cube project has reached a stage in which system-building has yielded to
the fascination of programming and using this computing system. It is more an more
being treated as a part of our regular computing environment. Thus it is time to offer some
reflections on what we have learned from this architectural experiment, and to report where
we plan to go from here.
We are quite pleased with the computational model and the corresponding primitives
provided by the cosmic cube's operating system, the "cosmic kernel". We have come to
consider them to be fundamental to ensemble machines of this grain size.
The queued communications with no acknowledgement of message receipt is a very weakly
synchronized form of communication. When this property is strengthened with message
order being preserved between any pair of processes, the message primitives are (1) very
well suited to a broad class of typical programs, and (2) capable of expressing, if needed,
the strongest forms of synchronization.
Another crucial property of the message primitives is that message sending and receiving
is handled as a concurrent activity of a process. Hence, a process can manage the sending
and receiving of many concurrent messages.
Other features of the message system are motivated by portability: (1) there is just one
format for messages of any length, whatever the underlying protocols; (2) messages are
sent and received whole; and (3) the semantics of the message operations are independent
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of process placement. Thus the expreSSiOn of a concurrent computation for the cosmic
cube is quite general and is reasonably portable between different machines, concurrent or
sequential, that support this same multiple process message passing environment.
Future development is expected to follow along two general lines.
We plan to migrate some of the lower level functions of cosmic kernel into a custom
communication chip. From what we have learned in the design, implementation, and use of
the cosmic cube message system, we now see way to manage the flow control and routing of
messages that reduces the average communication latency and also lends itself very well to
a VLSI. Work already has started on a chip called the "wormwhole chip" to handle message
routing inside a cosmic cube, thus relieving the processor of this task. This chip uses the
same e-cube routing algorithm that is used in the cosmic cube. Unlike the current system,
which reads a message completely in before forwarding it, the wormwhole chip moves a
message a flow-control packet at a time through a node. Thus the path of a message is
analogous to a worm weaving its way across the machine. The worm's head can be at the
destination while the tail is still entering the network. There is no queueing inside the
routing chip aside from the single packet that is buffered in each channel of the chip, so
all queueing must be accomplished at the source and destination. This technique has been
simulated for much higher message rates than are typical of cosmic cube programs, and for
cubes as large as 12 dimensions, in a program that runs on the 6-cube.
Second, we plan to use the primitives of Cosmic Kernel as building blocks for designing
new programming languages for the cosmic cube. Our current efforts have been to provide
a C programming environment, since as a system's programming language, C meshes well
with the cosmic kernel primitives. A comprehensive C user's guide to the cosmic cube has
been written, as well as many C programs. However, looking at message passing actions
not as system calls, but as constructs of a programming language, raises many questions
and suggests a number of opportunties. The cosmic cube's message operations, although
included simply as C functions, actually create a concurrent process with shared variables.
The descendant process persists until the specified message operation is completed.
Program flow analysis, such as live variable analysis, can be applied even to our present
C programs. The result of program flow analysis would permit the automatic insertion of
the code necessary to test message locks as well as the automatic setting up of message
descriptors, thus relieving the programmer from a good deal of the tedium associated with
such functions. Experience with this approach to the general problem of how to express
concurrent computations within this process model is leading to a concurrent object-oriented
programming model that may well justify the design and implementation of a programming
language particularly for such machines.
2.1.3 Hardware and Software Status
Our 6-cube (64 node) and 3-cube (8 node) Cosmic Cubes continue to run reliably, the last
hard failure having occurred 10 months ago. With at this time a total of over 1,000,000 nodehours of operation and only two hard failures logged, both in dRAM chips, the calculated
MTBF of the nodes of 100,000 hours can be regarded as conservative at the 99.9% confidence
level, and an MTBF of 200,000 hours can be stated at a 95% confidence.
A second of the "rosebud" type of Cube Life Support board was built so that the interface
to the 3-cube and 6-cube are identical. The current 6-cube host is a SUN file server,
ARPAnet address cit-sol, and the current 3-cube host is a SUN workstation, ARPAnet
address cit -neptune.
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Both machines continue to be heavily used, even though all the Caltech physics department use has, as planned, been phased out.
The cosmic cube's resident operating system, the "cosmic kernel", is complete, but continues to be refined, particularly in the areas of performance tuning, debugging and error
handling features, and the host software. Documentation of the system for users is also
complete, and also continues to be refined.
With the cosmic kernel and host tools now quite stable and reliable, we are planning to
experiment with time- and space-sharing of the 6-cube. The present "cube daemon" that
runs in the SUNs as a user process will be enhanced to run as a system program that can
serve multiple users.

2.1.4 Programming Techniques
Several programs intended to exempify and demonstrate programming techniques have
been written, including:
• A broadcast spawning process, which, in addition to illustrating programming techniques,
has become a "library" process to speed up program loading. (Faucette)
• A simulation of the time evolution of many-body systems that interact by symmetrical
or unsymmetrical forces. (Seitz & Su)
• Programs to compute solutions to LaPlace's equation by relaxation, a classic program for
parallel machines. (Su)
• A numerical sieve for the "Collatz problem" , which differs from previous such programs
both in using concurrency and by examining classes of integer expressions rather than
individual integers. (Seitz)
• A simulation of the message traffic for "wormhole" routing in a binary n-cube, and using
a different message flow control and routing technique (see 2.1.2) than is used in the
cosmic cube. (Su)
Some other programs being written by the ARPA group include:
• A concurrent solution of the n queens problem. (Dally)
• A graphics package. (Su)
• Game playing programs. (Several)
Some of the programs being written for reasons other than illustrations of programming
technique are described in later sections.
In addition, we continue to make the cosmic cube available to selected guest researchers
for problems that appear to be particularly interesting or difficult, including in the last reporting period: guests from the Caltech engineering division doing jet plume computations,
and guests from NSA.

2.2 Mosaic Systems

Steve Rabin, Don Speck, Chuck Seitz
Work is proceeding on schedule, in spite of a setback in our first Mosaic RAM chips, for
assembling a l024-node system based on a single chip Mosaic node. The principal effort in
the past 5 months has been in discovering the sources and remedies for problems observed in
5

the Mosaic RAM chips. These chips use a devious circuit design style known as "hot-clock
nMOS" , described in an attached paper.
The first prototype dynamic RAM module (later to be integrated with the Mosaic processor and communication channels) was received from MOSIS, tested, and found to have
a geometrical design rule error that obscured the test results. The layout was fixed, and a
second iteration was fabricated. The first chips from this second design iteration were able
to read but not write. This problem was eventually traced to a clocked-isolation clock-AND
circuit (see figure 9 in the attached paper) that were producing an output pulse when their
enable input was o.
Chips from the next MOSIS run, which has a fairly large toz of 65 nm and a very high
enhancement threshold voltage of 1.2 volts, worked correctly, although not as fast as we
had expected (7 MHz instead of 20 MHz clock rate). It is interesting to us that we obtained
for this "out of spec" MOSIS run some design information that was vital to getting back
on schedule with this project.
From this testing and from SPICE simulations, we have learned how to broaden the
tolerance of these circuits to variations in process parameters over a range that should be
completely safe for MOSIS processes.
The effort for the top assembly and packaging of the 1024-node Mosaic is underway.
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3. Concurrent Computation

3.1 Concurrent Prolog Process Model
Pey-yun Peggy Li and Alain J Martin
Due to its expressive power and simple semantics, Prolog becomes a promising language
for many applications. Moreover, logic programs are inherently well suited to parallel
computations. A Concurrent Prolog Process Model is proposed to carry out OR parallelism,
AND parallelism, and stream parallelism inherent in a Prolog program. The target machine
of this Process Model is the Sneptree. Hence, distributed computation without shared
memory and with message passing synchronization is assumed.
The Process Model contains two types of processes, AND processes and OR processes,
which are alternatively connected into a proof tree. There exist communication channels
between sibling AND processes to transmit the values of shared variables. The AND parallelism is realized by a data driven model and an input buffer merge mechanism. One major
distinction of our model from previous models is that the processes in our model generate
all the solutions at once, send them out to where they are requested, and terminate themselves immediately. A smart merge algorithm in the receiving process then combines and
synchronizes the partial solutions from different places to form correct results. With this
mechanism, we can avoid complicated backward execution in previous models, and thus
more parallelism, less overhead, and simpler control can be achieved.
An extension of standard Prolog that integrates the concepts of Shapiro's Concurrent
Prolog and Wise's Epilog is used as the base language in the Concurrent Process Model.
An ordering algorithm is designed to construct the data flow diagram of the AND processes
and detect the possible multiple paths between any two AND processes. Hence, the message
channels between two AND processes or one AND processes and its father can be built
up. Necessary synchronization signals are also generated by proper processes. A merge
algorithm is also designed to either gather all the partial solutions from its descendants in
an OR process or combine the input variable bindings from its sibling AND processes in an
AND process. The merge algorithm does a Cartesian Product over all the input streams.
With the appearance of synchronization signals, it does several Cartesian Products against
the proper synchronization signals.

Mapping of our Process Model onto a Sneptree is going to be investigated next. Since
a Sneptree can simulate an arbitrary size binary tree optimally, we expect that our model
can be mapped onto the Sneptree with very little overhead.

3.2 Inverse Limit Construction of Infinite Lists
Young-il Choo, Alain J Martin
Infinite lists arise when we want to give meaning to non-terminating, yet answer producing, programs. For applicative languages this is possible using the lazy evaluation mechanism. Precise formulation of infinite lists is necessary for formal reasoning of such programs.
Infinite objects can be computed only as a limit of finite ones. The notion of a limit
presupposes some kind of a topology, or at least an ordering. The ordering we use is that
of definedness. By generating a sequence of finite lists that become more and more defined,
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we can specify an infinite list. This notion is embodied in a construction from topology
called the inverse limit.
We have constructed a domain of infinite lists by taking the inverse limit of the chain of
domains of finite lists ordered by projection. The domains contain finite lists up to a certain
length, and the projection is that of the best approximation in the domain below. We have
proved that the resulting domain is a complete partial order, and therefore, can be used as
a semantic domain for the fixed point approach to program semantics.
These results will appear in a report "Notes on infinite lists I: Inverse limit construction" .
Future work will explore the topological structure of the domain of infinite lists, and
consider the connections with Scott's domain for A-calculus which is also constructed using
the inverse limit.

3.3 Denotational Semantics of Prolog

Young-il Choo, Jim Kajiya
The denotation of a Prolog program is a function (called sUbstitution) that maps variables
to terms of the Herbrand universe. The standard ordering defined componentwise on the
variables makes incomparable those which differ at most by renaming of variables.
We have defined the ordering between substitutions that uses the category theory notion of
one function factoring through another, i.e. f !; 9 iff there exists h such that 9 = h 0 f. This
enables a clean fixed point approach to Prolog type languages where the nondeterminism
is taken care of by the function compositions.
Once the semantic domain is defined, we can verify Prolog programs by algebraic transformations.

3.4 Process Placement

Craig Steele, Chuck Seitz
This effort is directed at optimization of process placement on distributed homogeneous
processor architectures, and related comparative studies of different direct networks.
A process model computation may be represented as a graph, where communicating processes are the vertices, and logical communication channels are the edges. Likewise the
underlying physical structure may be represented as a graph with processors and physical
communication paths represented as vertices and edges. To run a computation on a distributed processor, the processes must be loaded onto the physical machine, requiring a
mapping of the logical graph onto the physical graph.

Minimizing the communication cost of the computation is a major problem unless the
logical and physical graphs are similar. While many problems of interest can take advantage
of the isomorphism of the n-cube to three-space, even in three-dimensional simulations the
density of simulated objects may vary, lowering efficiency with simple partitioning. Graph
structures common in applications of interest in computer science, such as trees, do not
map in obviously good ways to n-cube architectures.
Using the technique of simulated annealing, good mappings may be found in moderate
time for arbitrary logical computation graphs. Taken into account are arbitrary edge weights
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(reflecting varied utilization of logical communication channels) and arbitrary process memory sizes (allowing the physical processor constraints to affect the density of processes per
processor) .
This method has been applied to a comparative study of proposed interconnection structures for homogeneous machines for both single and multiple process to processor mappings. Efficient mappings are found for interconnects less costly than binary n-cubes for
most problems at only modestly increased communication costs. For example, a modified
shuffle-exchange interconnect for the 1024-element Mosaic design has been simulated for
equally large problems to good effect.
Work is continuing to extend the architectural comparison to include congestion factors
for networks in which communication channel saturation is significant.
Future work will include modification of the existing program to allow the optimized
mappings it generates to direct loading of processes into the Cube. User-defined labels for
vertices and edges will allow a more friendly style of specifying process connections.
Experiments to determine the convergence rates of the program using more localized cost
functions and with informational 'noise' will determine the suitability of the method for
concurrent implementation.

3.5 Concurrent Data Structures
Bill Dally, Chuck Seitz
The appearance of concurrent computers such as the Cosmic Cube and the Mosaic is
creating a need for concurrent data structures and algorithms. While a great deal of work
has been done on concurrent algorithms for numerical problems, very little is known about
concurrency in non-numerical applications. Conventional data structures such as heaps
and B-trees have many bottlenecks which limit their potential concurrency and make them
unable to take advantage of the computing potential of these concurrent machines. New
data structures are required to harness the power of concurrent computing.
Our research has been proceeding in two directions: to study the concurrency limitations
of existing data structures and to develop new data structures which overcome these limitations. A heap was selected as representative of existing data structures and its concurrency
properties were studied in detail [5156:DF:84j. As a result of this research some variants
of conventional heaps were developed which offer improved concurrency and virtual memory performance. However, even these variant heaps are limited by their tree structure to
concurrency which grows only as the log of the number of elements in the heap.
To overcome the concurrency limitations of conventional data structures we have developed two new data structures for ordered sets: the balanced cube and the B-cube
[5174:TR:85j. By using a binary n-cube rather than a tree to organize data, these structures
overcome the bottleneck of a single entry point or root node. As a result, the concurrency
of these cube structures was thought to grow almost linearly with the number of elements
in the set. A set of experiments has been run to test the balapced cube algorithms. The
tests showed that the concurrency of the cubes grows O(N/logN), not linearly as originally
predicted. This sublinear performance is due to a mismatch between the topology of the
cube and the order relation in the set. An obvious way to correct the mismatch is to add a
ring connection to the binary n-cube computer; however the adjacency perserving mapping
described below is a more attractive solution.
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A novel method of mapping the elements of an ordered set to the processing nodes of a
concurrent computer using a Gray code has been developed. [5176:DF:85]. The Gray code
preserves adjacency. If the Gray code mapping is used, two elements which are neighbors
in linear space are mapped to neighboring processors on the cube. Because of the reflection
properties of the Gray code, a balanced cube using this mapping is also easier to search
than a direct mapped cube.
Current work on concurrent data structures is concentrating on graph algorithms. Concurrent algorithms have been developed for the shortest path problem and for graph searching problems. Experiments to test these algorithms are in progress.

3.6 Self-timed Design

Alain J Martin
A paper describing a method for compiling a set of communicating processes into a selftimed circuit, including an illustration of its application to a distributed mutual exclusion
algorithm, is attached.

3.7 Wormhole routing

Wen-King Su, Chuck Seitz
A new technique for flow control and routing in a binary n-cube was devised. In this
technique no more than a flow control packet, typically 32 bits, is queued in a node of
the n-cube. Messages flow directly through a node unless the required outgoing channel
is already occupied, in which case the blocking of channels propagates back to the source
of the message. In combination with the e-cube routing algorithm this technique can be
shown to be free of deadlock.
However, because of the propagation of blocking, it is not intuitive that the performance
of this routing scheme would be satisfactory, nor is the message flow analytically tractable.
Some early simulations on an IBM PC suggested, however, that the performance of this
routing scheme is excellent. A full scale simulation program was written for the cosmic
cube, and run on the 6-cube for connections up to 12-cubes (4096 nodes). A more complete
report will follow a series of simulation runs to gather complete statistics.

3.8 Multiprocessor Architectures for High Performance Computer Graphics

Daniel S Whelan, Jim Kaiiya
My work during the last quarter has concentrated on the design and implementation of
multiprocessor algorithms for producing images of synthetic scenes with shadowing effects.
With the exception of some ray tracing architectures, no multiprocessor architectures proposed for computer graphics support shadowing effects. While ray tracing architectures
produce extremely realistic images, they do so rather slowly making them inadequate for
real-time simulation applications.
Shadowing is inherently a non-local effect, thus my work has concentrated on partitioning
the shadowing computations such that interprocessor communications is both localized and
minimized. My approach separates shadowing computations into two distinct processes
which I call local shadowing and foreign shadowing.
10

Local shadowing determines whether any object within a processor's view space cast~ a
shadow upon any other visible local object. Foreign shadowing determines whether objects
outside the processor's view space shadow objects within the processor's view space.
My implementation of a foreign shadowing algorithm partitions well onto a multiprocessor with only very local interprocessor communications. The performance of this shadowing
algorithm should far exceed the performance of ray tracing algorithms. The overall architecture will provide performance well in excess of that of today's flight simulation engines
and will provide features such as shadows which today's flight simulators do not implement
properly.
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4. VLSI Design

4.1 Soft Error Correction for Increased Densities in VLSI Memories
Robert J McEliece, Khaled Abdel-Ghaffar, Henle Van Tilborg
In previous work, we have studued what might be called the "ultimate" physical limits of
densities in VLSI RAMS, studying in detail the restrictions imposed by quantum and thermodynamic effects, for example. Recently, however, we have turned the more immediately
worrisome effects of alpha-particles and other types of "soft" errors.

At sub-micron feature sizes, a single soft error event will in general cause not just a single
bit error, but a two-dimensional "patch" or "burst" of errors, perhaps on the order of 2
- 4 bits square. Thus we have been focusing or most recent research on the problem of
two-dimensional burst-error correcting codes, a subject which has until our own work not
received much attention in the literature.
We have devised three new classes of two-dimensional burst correction codes, each of
which is more efficient than any previously studied class. The first class is based on the
new idea of "burst identification." A code in this first class is constructed from two simple
sub-codes, one which is able to identify the burst pattern, and one which is able to locate
it once it is identified.
The second class is based on extending the well-known Fire codes, which are successfully
used to correct ordinary one-dimensional bursts. While the notion of "two-dimensional Fire
codes" has appeared in the literature, our generalization appears to be superior to the older
one, both from the standpoint of minimizing overhead and ease of implementation.
The third class is an ad hoc class of good two-dimensional cyclic codes found by computeraided search. For the small burst sizes likely to be important in VLSI applications, this
class actually appears to be the most promising.
Finally, we mention that as an unexpected by-product of our research, we have recently
been able to prove a long-standing conjecture about one- dimensional cyclic burst errorcorrecting codes, viz. that for fixed burst length, the Hamming bound gives asymptotically the minimum achievable redundancy. (This work has been done jointly with Andrew
Odlyzko of AT&T Bell Labs.)
We are preparing several papers for external publication to report our findings. A preliminary version of the paper "two-dimensional burst identification codes" was presented
by Robert McEliece at the 1985 IEEE workshop on Information theory, held at Caesaria,
Israel, last summer; and a preliminary version of the work on one- and two- dimensional
cyclic burst error correction will be given by McEliece in April 1985 at the 10th Carribean
Conference on Combinatorics and Computers.

4.2 CAD Tools
Steve Rabin
Miscellaneous problems with the IC verification tools have been uncovered and fixed.
The artwork circuit extracter has been upgraded to run under version 8 Mainsail, ported
to several our new machines, and optimized to run 30% faster. Our design tools are now
capable of verifying bulk CMOS circuit designs.
12

4.3 Mossim Simulation Engine

Bill Dally
Design verification is essential in the development of VLSI systems. The complexity of
VLSI circuits, inaccessability of internal nodes, and difficulty of repair make the probability
of producing a working chip very low without extensive design verification. As the complexity of VLSI circuits approaches 106 devices, the computational requirements of design
verification are exceeding the capacity of general purpose computers. To provide the computing power required to verify these complex VLSI chips, we are developing the Mossim
Simulation Engine (MSE) [5123:TR:84].
The Mossim Simulation Engine is a special purpose processor which, in a single processor
configuration, performs switch-level simulation of MOS VLSI circuits 200-500 times faster
than a VAX 11/780. In multiple processor configurations even greater speedup can be
achieved.
The MSE overcomes two limitations of existing simulation engines. By using the switchlevel model developed by Bryant [5065:TR:83], the MSE performs accurate simulation of
MOS circuits. Existing simulation engines perform logic simulation and cannot model MOS
effects such as stored charge, charge sharing and transistor ratios. Also, by using the concept
of virtual processors the MSE can simulate a circuit many times larger than the size of the
processor. Existing simulation engines are limited to simulating circuits which fit in the
processor.
A prototype MSE has been constructed and is now working. Initial experiments on
the prototype machine show a measured performance of 150K gate evaluations per second
only slightly less than the performance estimated by simulation. The only MSE software
currently available is a hardware debug monitor. Systems software: a run time system and
a user interface, to make the MSE available to VLSI designers is being planned.
The prototype will be used both as a research tool to support the simulation requirements
of the next generation of VLSI circuits and as a test bed for experiments in switch-level
simulation including: the development of a virtual simulation processor system, experiments
in the application of multi-processing to switch-level simulation, and a study of the locality
of activity in MOS circuits.
A paper describing the MSE is attached.
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Abstract: "Hot-Clock nMOS" is a style of design that has advantages
in circuit energetics and performance. When the application of this
style is carried to its limits, an nMOS chip is powered entirely from its
clock signals. There are savings in area, delay, and power, even when
the bootstrap circuits of this style are used together with conventional
circuitry. We have used this technique in numerous small projects and
test structures, and in 3 substantial projects fabricated through MOSIS.
1. Energetics
How is the power required by and dissipated on a MOS chip used?
Even in CMOS technology, in which the static power is negligible, "dynamic" power is required to charge and discharge capacitances:
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Figure 1
The research described in this paper was sponsored in part by the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency, ARPA Order number 3771, monitored by
the Office of Naval Research under contract number NOOO14-79-C-0597j and in
part by IBM Corporation.
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Each time the signal x is to change 0 --+ 1, the power supply must provide
a quantity of charge CVdd at potential V dd , hence energy cVdi. Half of
this energy ends up stored in the capacitance C, and the other half is
dissipated in the p-channel transistor. When x is to change 1 --+ 0, the
charge stored on C is conducted through the n-channel transistor into the
ground terminal, and the stored energy is dissipated in the transistor.
Thus in a full cycle 0 --+ 1 --+ 0 of signal x, energy CVdd 2 must be
supplied to the chip, and is dissipated in the transistors that drive this
signal. The fundamental motivation behind hot-clock nMOS is to get
around this "inevitable" dissipation of power on a high-complexity chip.
If one were to try to spot the places on a MOS chip where most
of the dynamic power goes, it would be in the drivers of relatively large
capacitances - long and/or highly loaded wires - that are driven at
relatively high frequencies. Examples of such signals are control lines
and data buses in instruction and arithmetic processors; word and bit
lines in RAMs; literal and implicant lines in large PLAs, and output
pads. By virtue of their capacitance, these are also signals that are
difficult to drive with small delay.

Many of these signals are naturally driven in synchrony with one of
the clock signals, so another possibility is to drive them through some
approximation to an ideal switch:

Figure 2

Here we assume that the output is initially 0, and that the enable signal
changes only during 4>2 in a two-phase non-overlapping clocking scheme.
The output is then 4>1/\ enable. If the switch were ideal, the circuit would
introduce no delay, the output being just a gated replica of the input
clock. Also, the switch turns on only when there is no voltage across
it, and off when there is no current flowing through it, so even if it
did exhibit some non-zero resistance or conductance while switching, it
dissipates no power in changing state.
Assume that when this switch is implemented with MOS transistors,
it can be modeled as an ideal switch in series with an effective resistance
2

R, and that the clock transition can be modeled as a ramp from OV to
Vc in time t r , and from Vc to OV in time t f:

Figure 3

Let the switch be on. If tr were 0, the full clock voltage would appear
initially across the resistance, and the output node would be charged
conventionally with the CVe 2 energy from the clock being split between
the output node capacitance and dissipation in the resistance. The case
of interest to us is where tr is some normal and achievable value - say
a few ns -, and the sizes of the transistors that form the switch are
selected so that R is small enough that the delay through the circuit,
approximately RC, is much less than t r • In this case in which RC ~ t r ,
the switch is also sized to dissipate little power. The energy dissipated
per switching event is closely approximated by:

E ~ RC CVe 2 •
tr
Presume that the value of RC is fixed in the design, that is, that
the sizes of the switch transistors are determined according to a given
RC ~ t r , t f. Presume also that tr and t f are a fixed fraction of the
clock period T. The same chip may then be operated at a longer clock
period T, resulting in slower operation but also in a smaller proportion
of the energy supplied in each clock transition being dissipated on-chip.
In other words, these circuits exhibit a characteristic in which the total
energy required to perform a computation varies as liT. The computation is less costly if one is not in a hurry. This characteristic is at odds
with complexity arguments that assert that the cost be expressed in E. w
units (§9.10 in [5]), and is interestingly similar to the AT2 invariance
exhibited by many algorithms [8], in which the cost AT of performing a
given computation also varies as liT.
This scheme does not really "solve" the power and speed problems
of driving the capacitance C. Rather, we have exported the problem*
elsewhere, namely, to whatever circuit drives the signal </>l.

* One might compare this technique with a country banning certain polluting industries, but still purchasing the products of those industries from other
countries. The country may then be accused of "exporting pollution" .
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In hot-clock nMOS we export the problem off the chip. The off-chip
clock driver can then use a technology that is better suited to driving the
capacitive clock load than is the high complexity MOS technology. For
example, bipolar transistors have much higher transconductance than
MOS devices at present feature size, and make excellent clock drivers. A
more interesting possibility is to use clock driver circuits that employ inductances. A resonant driver allows an almost lossless transfer of charge
from the power supply to the clock capacitance, and then from the clock
capacitance back into the power supply. Figure 4 presents an idealized
circuit to implement this scheme of saving power in driving capacitive
loads:

L------4>1

Figure 4

A practical circuit is rather more complicated. This trick is somewhat
like "LC logic" (§9.1.3 in [5]), with the L's brought off the chip, and is
subject to the same inevitability of some loss in the switching process.
However, such techniques could allow VLSI systems - even in nMOS
technology - to operate at dramatically lower overall dissipation levels
than present CMOS circuits, let alone nMOS circuits.

2. The Elementary nMOS Clock-AND
This technique of exporting the problem of driving large capacitive
loads can be applied either to CMOS or to nMOS designs. However, it is
nMOS technology that benefits most from a better way to drive signals
to 1 quickly, and that lends itself most readily to a set of elegantly simple
clock-powered bootstrap circuits. An nMOS circuit that serves as a good
approximation of the behavior idealized in Figure 2 is the "Clock-AND":

4>1

l

enable~

~

Figure 5
4

4>11\ enable

The transistor whose gate is connected to Vdd is called the isolation
transistor, and the transistor that passes the clock signal is called the
clock-pass transistor. The enable signal is assumed to change only during
4>2. The origin of this circuit is probably as old as MOS technology. The
earliest reference that we know of that describes the circuit carefully [3] is
from 1972, and includes an analysis of a pMOS version of the clock-AND.

If enable is 0 during 4>1, the isolation transistor holds the gate of the
clock-pass transistor at 0, the clock-pass transistor is off, and 4>1 does
not pass to the output. If enable is at the logic-l voltage, nominally
Vdd, the voltage on the gate of the clock-pass transistor just before the
beginning of 4>1 is Vdd ...:. V T • Then when 4>1 : 0 -+ V e , the gate of the
clock-pass transistor is "bootstrapped" to a voltage more positive than
Vc by the coupling of the gate-to-channel capacitance of the clock-pass
transistor. The isolation transistor fulfills the role suggested by its name
by remaining off while the gate of the clock-pass transistor, also called
the bootstrap node, is at a voltage in excess of Vdd - VT • The clock
voltage, Ve , whether larger or smaller than Vdd , is passed to the output.
When 4>1 : Vc -+ 0, the output is discharged through the clock-pass
transistor back into the clock signal.
The switch-level simulator MOSSIM II [1] models the behavior of
these circuits correctly, and we believe that other switch-level simulators
can be adapted similarly. However, the bootstrap action and the drive
capability of the clock-pass transistor depend on proper transistor sizing.
Although there is no absolute criterion for what is satisfactory bootstrap voltage, this elementary clock-AND is almost foolproof. The capacitance between the gate and channel of the clock-pass transistor gives
adequate bootstrap voltage, so long as the parasitic capacitance of the
bootstrap node is reasonably minimized in layout. If the parasitic capacitance is too large, the capacitive divider formed between the gateto-channel capacitance and parasitic capacitances yields too small a Vg6
on the clock-pass transistor for good bootstrap performance.
For the elementary clock-AND we have used "Speck's rule" , which
states that the bootstrap action is satisfactory as long as the gate capacitance of the clock-pass transistor is at least 4 times the parasitic.
capacitance on the bootstrap node, each calculated using typical process
parameters. This rule of thumb is based on SPICE simulations with a
wide variation of process parameters around those observed for typical
MOSIS nMOS runs, as well as test chips and projects fabricated on every
run since mid-1982.
The rules for selecting the size of the clock-pass transistor are less
empirical, and exhibit an interesting speed-power tradeoff. As indicated
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in the previous section, the case of interest is when RC, the approximate
delay of the clock-AND, is much less than the rise- or fall-time, t,. or
t,. In a typical example from one of our designs, we might assume that
t,., t / ~ 5ns, and we choose the size of the clock-pass transistors to assure
that RC ::; 0.5ns. In order to drive 0.5 pF of capacitance - 32 minimum
geometry transistors and 800Jlm of poly wire in a 3Jlm nMOS process (a
select line in a RAM) -, R must be less than 1KO. The voltage across
the transistor is small, and the analysis is approximate, so let us use a
simple resistive model for the transistor: 1/ R = ~ JlCo:!: (Vg6 - VT ). For
JlCo :!: ~ 50JlA/YJ and (Vg • - VT ) ~ 2V*, the transistor is about lOKO/o,
and ~ = 10-will serve. This choice results in quite a small area, energy,
and delay for "driving" such a load. One is reminded, however, that the
clock-AND circuit is not properly called a "driver". It does not provide
any power amplification of the clock input.
Having selected the size of the clock-pass transistors in a design to a
given limit on RC, eg RC ::; 0.5ns, one may still trade speed and power
dissipation by the choice of t,., t / and clock period. The target value
of RC determines also the tolerable resistance of the clock distribution
conductors.
One caution about using the clock-AND circuit is that when the
enable signal is 0, the output is floating, and is thus susceptible to charge
sharing and spurious capacitive coupling. What is more, unless enable
is I at some regular interval, leakage currents may cause the floating
output node to drift to some voltage significantly above ov. Thus the
clock-AND is usually augmented with a keeper transistor that keeps the
output at ground, such as:

</>1

I

.nable~

</>11\ enable

Figure 6
In this circuit the output is always driven. However, this property is
not always desirable, and the circuit requires a static inverter, so one

* Body effect increases VT at the elevated source potential, thus this conservative estimate.
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may prefer to drive the keeper with the alternate clock. The output is
then kept at OV during </>2, so that leakage currents may not accumulate
charge on the output node., and is either floating or driven to Ve during
</>1. Such circuits can be used in "wired-OR" forms, and also, clockANDs can be put in series with the output of one driving the clock
input of another to form an AND function:

,

l

a~

l

c~

r------+-~((a

b~

/\ b)

V

c) /\ </>1

</>2>----i

Figure 7
A variant on the clocked keeper is suggested when the ground is not
conveniently available in the layout. Since </>1 is 0 while </>2 is at Ve , one
can as well cause the keeper transistor to sink the output to </>1, resulting
in the following peculiar-looking but perfectly functional circuit:

All the work in switching the output in these circuits is done by the clockpass transistor. The keeper transistor turns on only when the output is
already at OV, and can be of minimum size.
The techniques outlined in this section can be used in conjunction
with Mead-Conway style nMOS designs with no known difficulties, even
for beginning students. When the students in the Caltech VLSI design
course learn about nMOS (following their first project, which is done in
CMOS /SOS), they learn these techniques from the start. The resulting
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project chips have advantages in (1) higher speed, which in nMOS is otherwise seriously limited by the ability to drive signals to 1 quickly with
depletion pullups or "superbuffers", (2) less sensitivity of speed to variations of the depletion transistor threshold, (3) less power dissipation,
and (4) less area.
Since the clock signal originates off-chip, it is not strictly necessary
that the clock HIGH voltage, Ve , be the same as Vaa. There are advantages to making Ve exceed the nominal logic-l voltage, Vdd, by at least
the VT of the enhancement transistors, so that logic-1 voltages are not
degraded through pass transistors whose gates a:re driven by a clock or
gated clock. We typically use Ve = 7V and Vaa = 5V, but the circuits
also work correctly, although slower and at lower power, with Vc = 6V
and Vdd = 4V. Since the saturation current in pass transistors depends
on (Vg• - VT ) 2, a little extra clock voltage also goes a long way to increasing performance. If Ve = Vad , the usual ratio rules apply, but if
Vc ~ Vdd + VT , one can avoid the degraded logic-I signals that require
higher ratios. In addition to passing the Vc voltage, the clock-AND output switches all the way to OV, a property that is critically important
to driving select lines in dynamic RAMs [2].

3. Fancy Circuits
If this hot-clock style of nMOS design - typified by powering circuits
from the clock signals - were "carried to its limits", can it also be made
universal? That is, can extensions of these circuits be used to implement arbitrary logical functions and reliable clocked storage elements?
They can, and we believe to excellent advantage; however, Fair Warning:
At this point we shall depart from circuits that are reasonably foolproof.
Correct operation may depend on capacitance ratios, and charge sharing
between nodes of different capacitance may be used determine the direction of signal flow. The tolerance of these circuits to process variation
should be checked by circuit simulation.
Let us start with a clocked storage element. Having said so far
that the clock-AND enable signal changes during </>2 and remains stable
during </>1, we can make a circuit that latches the control input on </>2,
what we call a clocked-isolation clock-AND (Figure 9). This circuit does
not require V dd, so this is a good time to dispense with ground as well
(except for the substrate), as in the circuit of Figure 8. However, in this
or in some of the following circuits, certain clock inputs can be replaced
with ground.
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</>2

</>1

l

in~

out

</>1

Figure 9

One thing to notice about this circuit is that the isolation transistor can turn on while there is voltage across it, and accordingly, it
dissipates power in charging or discharging the bootstrap node. The
goal of exporting all of the dynamic power is elusive.
When the clocked-isolation clock-AND is used as a clocked storage
element, say to make a shift register:

</>2

</>1

Figure 10

there are several possible modes of misoperation. First of all, charge
sharing occurs at the beginning of </>2 between a floating 0 output of the
first stage and the storage/bootstrap node of the second stage. For a
typical shift register layout the charge shares in the direction opposite to
our intent. Hence this circuit is used only in cases in which the parasitic
capacitance between the stages is large. A reliable shift register circuit
will be shown after these preliminaries.
Another problem is that a race occurs when the output of the first
stage is switching 1 -+ 0 at the same time as the isolation transistor at
the input of the second stage is turning off. The outcome of the race,
based on circuit rather than switching considerations, is as we intend,
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at least in the absence of clock skew. The skew tolerance of ordinary
two-phase clocked circuits is determined by the t12 and t21 non-overlap
periods (§7.2 in [5]). In these hot-clock circuits the skew tolerance is
determined also by the relationship between the clock slope,
and the
VT of the isolation transistor. Starting during </>2 with the output from
the first stage equal to Ve , the bootstrap node in the second stage is
at a voltage Vc - VTo As </>2 switches Vc -- 0, the signal at the input
to the second stage would have to precede </>2 by VT in voltage to keep
the clocked-isolation transistor on, so that some charge on the bootstrap
node could escape. This voltage margin corresponds through the clock
slope to a skew margin of ~t f in time.

r:,

The most difficult problem with the clocked-isolation clock-AND is
the case in which the output pulse is not to appear. When the bootstrap
node is discharged and - unlike the elementary clock-AND - isolated
prior to </>1 : 0 -- Ve , the clock transition can couple through the gatedrain overlap capacitance of the clock-pass transistor to turn the clockpass transistor on. The non-linearity in gate-to-channel capacitance is
in our favor: when the clock-pass transistor is off, the capacitance from
gate to drain is small, but there must be sufficient capacitance on the
bootstrap node to absorb the charge coupled from the drain overlap
capacitance. We have had some MOSIS circuits work correctly without placing any minimum on the capacitance on the bootstrap node,
but only from runs in which the drain overlap capacitance is unusually
small. Reliable operation over the range of parameters for MOSIS nMOS
runs appears to require a capacitance on the bootstrap node at 0 voltage
comparable to the "on" capacitance of the clock-pass transistor. A depletion transistor with its gate at 0 volts and source and drain connected
to the bootstrap node is a preferred way to provide this capacitance. At
o volts one has the benefit of the gate capacitance of the "on" transistor,
while at voltages more positive than -VT of the depletion transistor, the
parasitic capacitance is minimized.

This clocked-isolation clock-AND is not used very often in our hotclock designs. However, it exhibits several of the pitfalls that can appear
in the extreme form of the hot-clock style; thus the extended discussion
of this 3-transistor circuit. Just to complete the story, so that one, might
understand that this circuit serves as an non-linear amplifier with respect
to the input (necessary for level restoration in digital systems), we display
in Figure 11 the experimental transfer characteristic of an elementary
clock-AND.
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Given the clocked-isolation clock-AND as a clocked storage element
and restoring amplifier, it is possible to implement combinational logic
by pass networks, such as:

</>2

</>2

</>1

l
a~

al\

((b 1\ c)

V

d)

1\ </>2

</>1

</>1

</>2

Figure 12

The signals b, c, d may either be stable during </>1, or may be gated </>1
pulses. Internal circuit nodes in the pass network capable of significant
charge sharing must be pre-discharged during </>2. A circuit in this form
was used, for example, to rotate a quaternary (1-of-4) coded pass input
according to a quaternary control input to perform a fast quaternary
addition in a multiplier chip.
A pass network demonstrates the ability to compute I\-V expressions, but not complements. It is no great trick to compute the complement of a signal by precharging a node, then discharging it conditional
on a clock signal on the following phase:
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<1>1

I:

<1>2

<1>1

1

x (during .pI)

L--~r--:~ x'

(during <1>2)

<1>2
Figure 13

We call the transistor whose gate and drain are both connected to <1>1 a
diode precharger. It is a pass precharging device that dissipates power
only because of its VT "forward drop". However, the energy stored during
<1>1 on the output load capacitance by this diode precharger is (horrors!)
dissipated in the discharge transistor during <1>2 if the output is to be 0.
This approach is obviously not very nice if C is large and we are serious
about saving dynamic power. Also, the complement is delayed.
The inverting clock-AND is based on this same precharge and discharge trick, but more elegantly applied:

<1>2

<1>1

lx.

(during .pI)

Figure 14

The bootstrap node is precharged by the diode during <1>2. Thus the
clock-pass transistor actively sinks the output to <1>1 during <1>2. It is
doing double-duty as the keeper (cf Figures 8 & 9). The computation of
the complement is fairly easy to understand if you first appreciate that
it is accomplished in the non-overlap period between </>2 and </>1. If the
input latched at the end of </>2 is 0, the bootstrap node remains charged
through the next <1>1 epoch, and a </>1 pulse is produced at the output. If
the input latched is 1, the bootstrap node is discharged as <1>2 switches
to 0, and no output pulse is produced during <1>1.
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Both of the transistors that drive the bootstrap node act as pass
devices, and hence dissipate power only due to their VT drop. The input
pass transistor, like the isolation transistor (Fig 9), may switch with
voltage across it, but in this circuit the capacitive load may be made
smaller than that of the clock-pass transistor. (However, the capacitance
of this storage node may need to be augmented since one is trying to
store charge on the gate of a transistor while the source and drain are
both at Ve , and to retain the charge after the source and drain switch
to 0.) Another piece of good news about this circuit is that - unlike
the clocked-isolation clock-AND - the bootstrap node is actively held at
OV during </>1 when the output pulse is not to appear. We need have
no anxiety that some process parameter variation will allow the output
pulse to appear when we do not mean for it to.
The only possible pitfall in using this circuit is that the output is
not actively driven to 0 during </>1. Thus if there is a potential for charge
sharing of a 0 output during </>1, one may add a pull down network to the
circuit in Figure 14:

</>2

</>1

+--~x'

(during </>1)

Figure 15

If ground is available on the chip, it should be used as shown in order
to augment the storage capacitance. Otherwise, since the clock-pass
transistor provides a path to ground during </>2, a path to ground during
</>1 can be provided on the drain of an extra transistor whose gate is
connected to </>1 and whose source is connected to </>2. In the form
shown in Figure 15, the circuit output is always driven, and the circuit
can be composed safely with itself. The same technique producing a
complement by diode-chargiIJ.g on one clock phase, with a conditional
discharge during the non-overlap period, can also be used to drive the
pulldown network. Thus a non-inverting clocked-isolation clock-AND
can be made to have this same property of the output being always
driven:
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</>1

</>2

x (during </>1)

Figure 16

Here again, ground may be used if available, or a path to ground can be
generated in a variety of ways from the clock signals.
The discovery of progressively more devious hot-clock nMOS circuits goes on and on, but this paper does not. The interested reader will
have no difficulty, and perhaps even some fun, inventing more. Consider,
for example, the following final fancy hot-clock circuit, an elaboration
on the inverting clock-AND to compute not just the complement, but
any switching expression that is negative in all of its inputs:

Figure 17

How might the output of this circuit be made to provide an active path to
o during </>1? This switching element, while it provides both storage and
logic functions, is not (quite) universal by itself, because the functional
dependence on an input that enters the network on, say, </>2 is always
negative on </>1 outputs and positive on 4>2 outputs. For inputs a, b that
enter in the same phase, it would not be possible to compute a switching
function that is positive in one variable and negative in the other, such as
a 1\ b'. The combination of inverting and non-inverting clocked-isolation
14

clock-ANDs is formally universal, and in combination with pass networks
has proved to be an effective design paradigm.

4. Applications and Conclusions
MOSIS has fabricated about two hundred Mosaic processors [4],
in fact, MOSIS people have used layouts we have assembled for them
over a range of feature sizes for yield characterizations of different processes. These processors use the elementary clock-AND circuits extensively; there is hardly a control signal to be found in the Mosaic processor
that is not driven by a clock-AND. The observed yields on these processors are indistinguishable from those of other chips of comparable
complexity and design refinement. Our students use them with similar
results. They have been used successfully in the Pixel-Planes chips [6].
Thus we regard the elementary clock-AND as fully qualified for MOSIS
nMOS processes.
The Mosaic processors fabricated on 3JLm MOSIS runs operate at a
clock frequency of about 18 MHz, apparently limited by the pad frame
and test jig. One clock period in this machine includes, in parallel, one
storage cycle and one microcode cycle, while the datapath performs sequentially an arithmetic operation and a bus transfer. Thus we regard
this performance as quite respectable for the technology used. We have
observed little variation in performance in the chips from one MOSIS
run to another. In designs that use depletion' pullups in critical paths
we observe the usual sensitivity of speed to the depletion threshold variations.
A array multiplier that uses a quaternary number representation
internally was the first of our chips to be designed entirely without depletion devices, and entirely clock-powered. Circuit simulations of the
critical paths predicted a 10 MHz throughput, but a complete chip has
not yet been fabricated.
The Mosaic RAM, which is described briefly in [4], was the next chip
to apply this technique to the limits, indeed, to limits that at the time of
its design exceeded our understanding of the tolerance of these circuits
to variations in process parameters. This chip includes instances of all
of the "fancy" circuits described in section 3. We did, however, receive
working silicon for this RAM from a MOSIS run with a fairly large to%
of 65 nm and a very large VT of 1.2V. Earlier we had received one run
of chips that could read but not write, and from SPICE simulation,s and
from studying the misbehavior had isolated the problem to three different
clocked-isolation clock-ANDs (figure 9) that were producing an output
pulse with a 0 input. Additional capacitance on the bootstrap node is
expected to adjust the input switching threshold on these circuits to
15

provide a tolerance to variation in the ratio of gate capacitance to drain
overlap capacitance over about a 2.5 : 1 range.
SPICE simulations of the critical paths of the Mosaic RAM predict
operation at 3jlm feature size in excess of 20 MHz, and at an on-chip
dissipation level of a few milliwatts per 4K-bit section. However, the
chips from the one "successful" 4jlm run operate only up to 7 MHz, a
result that we would like to attribute to marginal operation of certain
circuits.
We can readily envision a future nMOS process, simplified by the
omission of depletion transistors, augmented with additional metal layers, and perhaps including zero-threshold transistors, that would give
CMOS a good run for its money. Such a technology used together with
resonant clock drivers would provide a substantial gain in the relationship between performance and power dissipation. We believe that such a
technology and the hot-clock design style would be particularly suitable
for memories, computational arrays, microcomputer arrays, and other
structures based on repetitions of one complex chip type (§III.B in [7]).
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for Distributed Mutual Exclusion
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is twofold: to describe a design method
for self-timed systems, and, as an illustration of the use of the method,
to derive a self-timed circuit for distributed mutual exclusion.
The method consists in "compiling" a high-level description of the
solution-i.e. a set of communicating parallel processes-into a circuiti.e. a network of elementary operators (and, or, C-element, arbiter, and
flip-flop). The compilation is systematic and essentially relies upon the
four-phase handshaking expansions of the communication actions. The
program of each process is compiled into a set of production rules from
which all sequencing has been removed. By matching these "production
rules" to those describing the semantics of each operator, the programs
are identified with networks of operators.
In order to convince the reader that the method presented is applicable to other than trivial examples, we have chosen to illustrate it with a
difficult and relevant problem. We believe that the circuit derived by applying the method presents all aspects of a "good" (and new!) solution.
The specification of the circuit is the following: An arbitrary number
(> 1) of cyclic automata, called "masters", make independent requests
for exclusive access to a shared resource. The circuit should handle the
requests from the masters in such a way that
1) any request is eventually granted
2) there is at most one master using the shared resource at any time.
The masters are independent of each other: they don't communicate
with each other, and the activity of a master not using the resource should
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not influence the activity of other masters.
The circuit should be as self-timed or speed-independent (C. L. Seitz
[6]) as possible. By definition, a self-timed circuit is partitioned into
isochronic (or equipotential) regions: Inside an isochronic region, communication along a wire is instantaneous; communication between isochronic
regions can take an arbitrary amount of time. The smaller the size of
the isochronic regions relative to the size of the circuit, the more speedindependent the circuit. The circuit should be distributed: it should be a
collection of "servers" --one per master--communicating with each other
by handshaking (no shared data, and of course no shared clock). Further,
no activity should be going on in the circuit when there is no request for
the shared resource.
The relevance of the mutual exclusion problem in systems exhibiting
concurrency need not be advocated any longer. As we shall see, arbitration among asynchronous signals (i.e. choice of one out of several) is an
important part of the mutual exclusion algorithm. Since the metastable
properties of arbiters ([1], [6]) make it impossible to put a limit on the
amount of time an arbiter takes to reach a stable state, the self-timed
character of the solution is a great advantage. Moreover, both the selftimed and distributed properties of the solution facilitate its inclusion
into distributed systems.

2. The distributed mutual exclusion algorithm
A master M communicates with its private server m. When M
wants to use the shared resource -M is said to be candidate- it issues
a request to m. When the request is accepted, M uses the resource (for
a finite period of time), then informs m that the resource is free again.
The servers are connected in a ring. At any time exactly one (arbitrary) server holds a "privilege". Only the "privileged server" may
grant the resource to its master thereby guaranteeing mutual exclusion
on the access to the resource. A non-privileged server transmits a request
from its master--or from its left-hand neighbor-to its right-hand neighbor. A request circulates to the right (clockwise) until either it reaches a
server whose master is candidate (this server ignores the request until it
has served its master) or it reaches the privileged server. The privileged
server reflects the privilege to the left (counter-clockwise) until it reaches
the server that generated the request. This server then becomes privileged; and may grant the resource to its master. The strategy consisting
of passing requests clockwise and reflecting the privilege counterclockwise
has two important advantages. First, no Boolean message need actually
be transmitted. Second, no message need be reflected: the completion of
a pending request is interpreted as passing the privilege.
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The "high-level" description of the solution is a set of communicating concurrent processes. This is the reference description: it is this
description that must be proved correct. All other descriptions that
will be generated at the different steps of the "compiling" procedure
are automatically correct since each is derived from the previous one by
semantics-preserving transformations.

2.1 The programming notation
For the sequential part of the algorithm, we use a subset of E. W.
Dijkstra's guarded command language [2J, with a simpler syntax. Since
it is not the purpose of this paper to deal with formal semantics and
correctness proofs, we give only a very informal definition of the semantics
of the constructs used.
i) b i stands for b := true, b 1 stands for b := false.
ii) The execution of the statement [Gl -+ 81 I G2 -+ 82J, where Gl and
G2 are Boolean expressions, and 81 and 82 are arbitrary program
parts, (Gl is called a "guard", and Gl -+ 81 a "guarded command")
amounts to
• the execution of 81 if Gl holds, or the execution of 82 if G2
holds (if Gl/\ G2 holds, an arbitrary choice is made between 81
and 82) .
• if....,( Gl V G2) holds, the execution of the statement is suspended
until Gl V G2 holds.
iii) *[8J stands for "repeat 8 forever".
iv) [GJ where G is a Boolean, stands for [G -+ skipJ, and thus for "wait
until G holds". (Hence, "[GJ; 8"and [G -+ 8J are equivalent.)
v) From ii) and iii), the operational description of the statement
*[[G 1 -+ 8 1 I ... I G i -+ 8 i I ... J] is "repeat forever: wait until
some G i holds; execute an 8 i for which G i holds".
The implementation of the bar ( I) when a non-deterministic choice
has to be made is more difficult than when at most one guard is true.
We shall therefore make the sets of guards as deterministic as possible.
One form of non-determinacy is unavoidable when asynchronous signals
may change the value of the guards while they are evalu~ted. This case
presents the added complication of the metastability phenomenon, and
the bar must then be implemented with an arbiter. Since it is difficult
(if not impossible) to decide upon the necessity of arbitration at "compile time", we require that the programmer indicate whether a bar is an
"arbitration bar" by using another symbol for this case: the thick bar ~.
Processes communicate with each other by communication actions
on channels. A master M communicates with its server m via a channel
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L

U
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Figure 1
named D in M and U in m. A server m communicates with its right-hand
neighbor mr by a channel named R in m and L in mr.
When no messages are transmitted, communication on a channel is
reduced to synchronization signals. The name of the channel is then sufficient for identifying a communication action. For instance, the activity
of a master relevant to our problem is described as:

M

= *[ ... Dj

"use resource"j D .. .J.

If two processes p and q share a channel named X in p and Yin q, at
any time, the number of completed X-actions in p equals the number of
completed Y-actions in q. In other words, the completion of the n-th Xaction "coincides" with the completion of the n-th Y -action. If preaches
the n-th X-action before q reaches the n-th Y -action, the completion
of X is suspended until q reaches Y. The X-action is then said to be
pending. When q reaches Y, Y is firable.
A Boolean command on channels is used, called the probe. In process
p, the probe command X means "X is firable" or in other words, a "Yaction is pending in q". Hence X -+ X guarantees that the X-action
is not suspended. (For a more rigorous definition of the communication
mechanism, see [3].)

2.2 The program
With the above programming notation, we can now give the first
description of a server's algorithm. Each server owns a private Boolean
b representing the privilege.
m = *[[U -+ [b -+ skip I -,b -+ RJ; Uj U; b i
~L -+ [b -+ skip I -,b -+ R]i Lj b 1

ll·
(For a formal treatment of this algorithm and a correctness proof, see

[4].)
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2.3 First decomposition
We distinguish two logical parts in a server's program: the "selector"
A, which is the interface with the master and the left neighbor, and the
"switch" B, which either transmits a request to the right or reflects it
to the left, and which holds and updates the value of b. We therefore
decompose process m into two communicating processes A and B. The
decomposition is mechanically carried out by applying the following
Decomposition rule: A process p containing an arbitrary program part
S (p
Sj .•. Sj ... ) is semantically equivalent to the two processes
pl and p2, where pl is derived from p by replacing each occurrence of S
by a communication action C on the newly introduced channel C, and
p2 *[[D -+ S; DJ] with p2.D = p1.C.
The communication between A and B is given by Fig. 2.

=...

=

A

= *[[ U -+ P j

U j U; Bt

~L -+ P; L; Bf

]].

B

= *[[ Q 1\ b -+ Q

IQ 1\ -,b -+ R;
IS -+ b ij S

Q

IT-+bljT

ll·
3. The "object code": operators and wires
3.1 Variables and wires
The object code is a collection of Boolean variables and operators
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on those variables. A variable belongs exactly to one isochronic region.
Because of the definition of isochronic regions, a wire inside an isochronic
region represents a variable. Hence the symbols
Y

x

x

Iz

Y

inside an isochronic region mean x = y, and x = y 1\ Y = z respectively.
In the first case x and y, in the second case, x, y, and z are different
names for the same variable. On the other hand, a wire between two
isochronic regions--called a non-isochronic wire-is an operator. The
main assumption on the physical behavior of a non-isochronic wire is the

Monotonicity property: A monotonic change at one end of a nonisochronic wire is followed, if left undisturbed long enough, by the same
monotonic change at the other end of the wire.
Because we make no assumption on the timing behavior or on the
length of non-isochronic wire, in general we cannot guarantee that two
consecutive changes at one end of a non-isochronic wire are followed by
two corresponding changes at the other end of the same wire. In order
to guarantee that all changes at one end of a wire are followed by the
corresponding changes at the other end of the wire, we will restrict the
use of non-isochronic wires to so-called four-phase handshaking protocols,
i.e. as implementations of communication actions.
3.2 Operators
Apart from the wire-operator that will be described after introducing
the handshaking protocol, the operators used are:
The C-element:
x
(x, y) C z == *[[x 1\ y -+ z j
represented as ~

I....,x 1\ ....,y -+ z ~

ll·
The set-reset flip-flop:

(8, r) F b = *[[8

-+

bj

represented as

r

Ir -+ b ~
ll·

The "and":

(x, y)

1\

z

x
represented as ~

= *[[x 1\ y -+ z j
I....,x V....,y

s

-+

z

~

ll·
The "or":

(x,y)

V

z

= *[[xVy -+ zj

I....,x 1\ ....,y -+ z ~

ll·

x
represented as ~
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x

y

XO

~

-E:

Xl

Y'
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Figure 3
The inverter:

x::!z

The arbiter:

(u,i,z) A (ul,l')

= *[[x -

zl

I,x-zi
]].

=*[[u /\ ,i' /\ ,z -

u'i
li/\ ,u' /\ ,z - l'i
luI /\ ,u - u ' 1
Ii' /\ , i - i ' 1

represented as

X
Z
-=---C-Ol--_

represented as u
I

ll·
In the arbiter, z is an inhibition variable that is used to postpone the
firing of one of the first two commands until a sequence of actions caused
by the previous firing of one of these two commands, is terminated. A
guarded command is called a production rule when the command contains
no sequencing (no semicolon), as is the case for all operators described
above. The arbiter is the only operator able to make an arbitrary choice
between two firable production rules (the conditions u /\ ,i' /\ ,z and
i/\ ,u' /\ ,z can be true at the same time). (We assume that the arbiter
makes a fair choice between the two commands, i.e. it is excluded that
a command becomes firable infinitely often without being selected.) For
all other operators, only one production rule may be firable at any time.
This is only a problem for the flip-flop for which '(8/\ r) must hold at
any time..
4. Handshaking
4.1 Four-phase handshaking
The channel (X, Y) shared by processes p and q is implemented by
a pair of "directed wires": it is replaced in p by the output wire xo and
the input wire xi, and in q by the output wire yo and the input wire yi
(Fig. 3).
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A matching pair of communication actions is always implemented as
one output action denoted !, and one input action denoted? When no
message is actually transmitted, an arbitrary choice is made unless the
choice is dictated by the presence of probes. The communication actions
on (X, Y) can be implemented either as X output (X!) and Y input (Y?):
X! = xo i; [xi]; xo L; [.xi]
(1)
Y? = [yi]; yo i; [.yi]; yo L
(2)
or vice versa (X?, Y!). Initially, all variables are false. A "probed"
communication action X - ... X must be implemented:
xi - ... ; xo i; [.xi]; xo 1.
(3)
This implementation of probes forces the matching communication
action to be implemented as an output. (Hence the two actions of a
matching pair cannot be both probed.)

4.2 Basic properties
Several properties of the above handshaking protocol that play an
important role in the compilation method are now given without proof.
Property 1: The implementation of communication actions described
in (I), (2), and (3) fulfills the semantics of communication actions and
probe as given in 2.1.
Property 2: A wire between two isochronic regions that is used only for
implementing a channel as described in 4.1, behaves as a so-called "wire
operator" W. The directed wire from x to y is the operator x W y, with
the semantics:

x W Y = *[[x - y i

I·x -

y1

ll·

(In other words, the use of a non-isochronic wire in a handshaking protocol guarantees that any change at the input of the wire is effectively
followed by the same change at the output of the wire.)

Property 3: For the pair of wires xo W yi and yo W xi, used together
as in (1) and (2), and all variables false initially, the following sequence
of transitions is guaranteed to occur if the system is deadlock-free:
{xo i, yi i, yo i, xi i, xo 1, yi 1, yo 1, xi 1}·.
Property 4: Consider a program p containing a sequence of handshaking
actions corresponding to the implementation of a communication action
according to (1) or (2). Provided that the cyclic order of the four actions
is respected, the last two actions can be inserted at any place in p without invalidating the semantics of the communication involved. However,
modifying the order of these two actions relatively to other actions of p
may introduce deadlock.
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5. The "compilation" procedure
The first step of the "compilation" consists in replacing each communication action by its four-phase handshaking implementation. This
compilation step is called the handshaking expansion of the program.
5.1 Handshaking expansion
The expansion of the communication structure according to the
handshaking protocol of 4.1 is shown in Fig. 4.
In the programs of M, A, and B we are now going to replace the
communication actions by their handshaking implementation. When this
mechanical task is completed, and possibly after clerical simplifications,
some transformations are applied based on Property 4.
We perform a simple optimization on the expansion of A and consequently on the expansion of M: to suppress one of the two consecutive
U -expansions. The expansions of M and A become:
M
*[ ... ; do i; [di]; "use resource"; do 1; [-,di] .. .].
(4)
A *[[ ui -+ po i; [pi]; po 1; [-,pi]; uo i; [-,ui];
uo li bto ii [bti]i bto 1; [-,bti]
~li -+ po i; [pi]; po 1; [-,pi]; lo i; [-,li];
(5)
loli bloii [bfi]i blol; [-,bfi]

=

=

lJ·

The straightforward expansion of B gives:
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B == *[[qi 1\ b -+ qoj; [-.qi]j qo1
Iqi 1\ -.b -+ TO j; [Ti]; TO 1; [-.Tij; qo j; [-.qi]i qo 1
lsi -+ b j; so j; [-.si]i so 1
Iti -+ b1; toji [-.ti]; to1

(6)

ll·
5.2 Production rules expansion
The next step is to compile the handshaking expansions of the programs into sets of production rules from which all explicit sequencing
has been removed. By matching those production rules to those describing the semantics of each operator, the programs can be identified with
networks of operators. Consider the compilation of B.
5.3 Compilation of B
The right-hand side of each production rule in the next compilation
of B will contain exactly one transition of (6), i.e. one of the actions
qo j, qo 1, TO j, TO 1, etc ... Since there are twelve occurrences of these
transitions in (6), there will be twelve production rules. The problem is
to define the guard of each rule such that the sequence of firings of these
rules is equivalent to the execution of (6). In determining these guards
we take into account that
i) all handshaking variables are initialized to false,
ii) Property 3 induces sequencing among set of transitions,
iii) an upward transition (x j) can be guarded by negated variables only,
if it is the first ("spontaneous") transition of a sequence. (Obviously,
only the first transition in a master's sequence is of this type. None
of the servers' transitions is.)
The production rules for the first, third, and fourth guarded commands of (6) can be derived easily. For instance, for the first guarded
command we obtain the rules
qi 1\ b -+ qo j
-. qi 1\ b -+ qo 1 .
But we have some difficulty in determining the guard of qo j in the second
guarded command, since the only variable with value true as a precondition of qo j is qi. In order to define uniquely the state in which the
transition qo j is to take place we' can, of course, introduce a state variable. But the implementation of a state variable requires in general a
C-element or a flip-flop, and in this solution we choose to minimize the
number of those "expensive" state-holding elements.
Instead, we are going to transform the second guarded command
according to the transformation allowed by Property 4: we postpone the
actions TO 1; [-'Ti] until after [-.qi]. The command now becomes:
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qi 1\ -.b

ro ji [ri]i qo ji [-.qi]i ro 1i [-.ri]i qo 1 .
(7)
We have to check that the insertion of qo ji [-.qi] between the two halves
-+

of the R-protocol sequence does not introduce deadlock. This is easily
done by observing that when B is suspended at [-.qi], the next action of
A is po 1 and thus there cannot be deadlock. With this transformation,
the compilation of (7) is possible without extra state variables. Hence
the complete production rule compilation of B:

B

= *[[qi 1\ b -+ qoj

(Bl)

I-.qi 1\ b -+ qo1
Iqi 1\ -.b -+ ro j
Iri -+ qo j
I-.qi 1\ -.b -+ ro 1
I-.ri -+ qo 1
lsi -+ b j
Ib 1\ si -+ so j

(B2)

(B9)

(B.I)
(B5)

(B6)
(B7)
(BB)
(B9)
(Bl0)
(Bll)

I-.si -+ so 1
Iti -+ b 1
I-.b 1\ ti -+ to j
I-.ti -+ to 1
]].

(B12)

We leave it to the reader to check that the execution of the above program
started with all handshaking variables false and an arbitrary value of
b, corresponds to the execution of (6) started in the same state. (The
ordering between handshaking transitions stated in Property 3 has to be
taken into account.)
We are now able to implement sets (pairs, actually) of rules with
operators on variables of B. BI and B2 correspond to (qi, b) 1\ qo. B4
and B6 correspond to ri = qo (isochronic wire or super-buffer). Hence,
we implement those four rules as:

((qi

1\

b), ri)

V

qo.

The implementation of the other rules is straightforward.
B3 and B5: (qi, -.b) 1\ ro.
B7 and BID: (si, ti) F b, since -.(si 1\ ti) holds at any time.
B8 and B9: (b, si) 1\ so.
Bll and B12: (-.b, ti) 1\ to.
This network is represented in Fig. 5.

5.4 Compilation of A
The compilation of A is slightly more complicated since it requires
the use of an arbiter. Let us postpone the arbitration issue for a while and
concentrate on the production rule implementation of the first guarded
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command of (4). (Since the two commands are symmetrical, the implementation of the second one is identical.) We meet the same difficulty
for the production rules of the upward transitions uo i and bto i as for
qo i in the compilation of B. And we apply the same technique to resolve
it: applying the transformation allowed by Property 4, we postpone the
actions po~; [""pij until after [-,uij, and the action uo~ until after [bti].
The code of A now becomes:
*[[ui -+ po i; [pi]; uo i; [-,uij; po~; [-,pi);
~ii -+ po

i;

bto i; [btij; uo~; bto~; [-,btij
[pi]; io i; [-,fij; po~; [-,pi];
blo i; [bli]; fo~; blo 1; [-,bli]

(5')

ll·
The verification that those transformations do not introduce deadlock is hardly more difficult than in the previous case, and is omitted.
In order to implement the thick bar in (5'), we have to introduce an
arbiter (ui,li,z) A (u',l'). The next coding of A consists of the composition of the guarded commands of the arbiter and the guarded commands
of (5') in which u' and i' have been substituted for ui and li:
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-.z --+ u'i
Iii 1\ -.u' 1\ -.z --+ l'i
lu' 1\ -.ui --+ u' l
Ii' 1\ -.li --+ l' l
lu' --+ po ii [pili uo ii [-'U']i po li
[-.pi]i bto ii [bti]; uo li bto li [-.bti]
Ii' --+ po ii [pili lo ii [-.l']i po li
[-.pi]i bloii [bli]i loli bloli [-.bli]

*[[ui

1\

-.l'

1\

(8)

ll·
For the inhibition variable z (z is an internal variable of A), we
choose:

z = uo V lo V bti V bfi.
With this definition of z, it is easy to verify that the execution of (8) is
equivalent to the execution of (5') started in the same state. The transformation of the 5th and 6th guarded commands of (8) into production
rules is now straightforward. For the 5th guarded command, we get:
u'
u' 1\ pi

--+

po

i

(AI)

--+

uo i

-.u'

--+

po

uo

--+

bti
-.uo

--+

(A2)
(A3)
(A4)
(AS)
(A6)

-.pi

1\

--+

l

bto i
uo l
bto l .

Observe that since bti 1\ bfi :::::> z, our choice of the inhibition variable
takes care of the implementation of the last transitions [-.bti] and [-.b f i].
The implementation in terms of operators is as follows.
For Al and A3: u' = po. For A4 and A6: (-.pi, uo) 1\ bto, since -.pi
holds as precondition of A6. For A2 and AS, we strengthen the guards
as:

u' 1\ pi 1\ -. bti
-.( u' 1\ pi) 1\ bti

--+
--+

uo i
uo L

(A2)
(AS)

which admits the implementation (( u' 1\ pi), -.bti) C uo.
Combining this set of operators with those of the other guards, we
obtain the complete set:

(ui,li,z) A (u',l')
(uo, lo, bti, bfi) V z
(u',l') V po
(-.pi, uo) 1\ bto
(-.pi, lo) 1\ blo
(( u' 1\ pi), -.bti) C uo
((l' 1\ pi), -.bfi) C lo.

(generalized or)
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This network is represented in Fig. 6. The complete circuit is represented
in Fig. 7.

6. Conclusion
We have described a method for implementing a high-level concurrent algorithm (a set of communicating processes) as a network of digital
operators. We have chosen to illustrate the method with an example: the
design of a self-timed circuit for distributed mutual exclusion. Although
the example chosen is far from trivial, we arrive at the solution by a
series of systematic, semantics-preserving, transformations that we have
compared to compiling.
The proofs that the transformations preserve the semantics of the
algorithms rely on four properties of the four-phase handshaking protocol with which the communication primitives are implemented. Although
the proofs of these properties have been omitted, the reader should have
no difficulty in being convinced of their correctness, and thus of the correctness of the transformations performed.
The main step in the translation process is the transformation of a
strictly sequential algorithm-the handshaking expansion of a communicating process-into a set of production rules from which all explicit
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sequencing has been removed. Yet, we guarantee that the rules are fired
one at a time in a sequence equivalent to the sequential execution of
the original program. We have seen that for the production rule of certain transitions-upward transitions following a complete handshaking
sequence-it is impossible, without transformation, to determine a guard
that enforces the required sequencing. We have mentioned that this problem can be solved in a quite mechanical way by introducing a state variable that identifies this state uniquely, i.e. by introducing a C-element or
a flip-flop.
Although, in this case, the number of extra C-elements thus introduced would be moderate (2 or 3), we aimed at minimizing the number
of state-holding elements, and have opted for another-less mechanicalmethod, consisting of "moving" the second half of some handshaking
sequences. This method requires a little care concerning deadlock, but
can lead to quite interesting solutions. We believe that, in the solution
obtained, the number of state-holding elements is minimal.
Observe that since only one production rule is fired at a time the
occurrence of hazards is excluded.
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A Hardware Accelerator for Switch-Level Simulation
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The Mossim Simulation Engine (MSE) is a hardware accelerator for performing switch-level
simulation of MOS VLSI circuits. [1,2] Functional partitioning of the MOSSIM algorithm, and specialized
circuitry are used by the MSE to achieve a performance improvement of = 300 over a VAX 11/780 executing
the MOSSIM IT program. Several MSE processors can be connected in parallel to achieve additional speedup. A
virtual processor mechanism allows the MSE to simulate large circuits with the size of the circuit limited only
by the amount of backing store available to hold the circuit description.

ABSTRACT.

KEYWORDS: simulation, switch-level simulation, simulation engines, concurrent architectures

1 Introduction
As the complexity of VLSI circuits approaches 106 devices, the computational requirements of design
verification are exceeding the capacity of general purpose computers. To provide the computing power
required to verify these complex VLSI chips, special purpose hardware for performing simulation is
required. Existing logic simulation engines [3-8] are inadequate for MOS VLSI because they cannot
accurately model MOS circuits. Switch-level simulation, on the other hand, models the effects of
capacitance and transistor ratios at speeds comparable to logic simulation. Existing machines limit
the size of a circuit which can be simulated by binding circuit elements to hardware at compile time.
Vutual network processing allows circuits of any size to be simulated by binding circuit elements to
hardware at run-time.
Design verification plays an essential role in the development of a VLSI chip. The complexity of the
circuits, the inaccessibility of internal nodes, and the difficulty of repair make the probability of producing
a working chip very low without extensive design verification. The burden of simulation is compounded
by the fact that design is an iterative process. Each time a bug is discovered in the circuit and the design
modified, all simulations must be repeated to verify that no additional bugs have been introduced by
the modification. As circuits become more complex, special purpose simulation hardware is required to
perform design verification in reasonable time.

A state of the art VLSI chip in 1982 contained ~ 10 5 devices and required about 1 week of CPU time
to complete a single verification cycle. Since both the number of test vectors required to verify a chip
and the amount of computation required to simulate one test vector scale at least linearly with the

complexity or a chip, the amount or computation required verily a chip at switch level scales at least
6
quadratically with complexity. Thus, as shown in figure 1, a 1986 chip containing = 10 devices will
require about 2 years or CPU time to completely verily on a conventional computer. Because or these
prohibitive simulation times many groups are abandoning whole chip simulation at the switch-level and
moving toward mixed-mode simulation. In the long run both mixed-mode simulation and special purpose
hardware will be required to meet the growing demands or VLSI.
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Figure 1. Scaling of Simulation Time

Conventional simulation engines such as the Yorktown Simulation Engine [3-5] and ZyCAD Logic
Evaluator [6] address this problem of long simulation times by performing logic simulation orders of
magnitude faster than conventional computers. However, these logic simulation engines do not accurately
model the behavior of MOS circuits. Simulation of charge sharing, precharged busses, sneak paths and
other subtleties of MOS design are beyond the capabilities of these machines. Switch-level simulation is
required to model these effects.
Bryant [9-12] has developed MOSSIM, a switch-level model and simulator which provides significantly
more accurate simulation of MOS circuits than conventional methods of logic simulation [13). By
modeling MOS transistor ratios and node capacitances and by considering a MOS transistor as a
truly bidirectional device, MOSSIM provides simulation capabilities which previously required a circuit
simulator [14-17) with simulation times comparable with logic simulation.
This paper describes the architecture of the MOSSIM Simulation Engine (MSE), a special purpose
processor for switch-level simulation of MOS circuits. [1,2] The MSE combines the speed advantages of
hardware simulation engines with the accuracy of the switch level simulation. The MSE also uses a virtual
processor mechanism which allows run-time binding of circuit subnetworks to simulation hardware.
The next section surveys previous work in the field of hardware simulation machines. The conventional
simulation engines described suffer both from a-n inability to accurately model MOS circuits, and from
the restrictions of compile-time binding of circuit elements and simulation hardware. The MOSSIM
algorithm [11] overcomes this first limitation by using a switch-level model of MOS circuits. An
adaptation of the MOSSIM algorithm for hardware is described in section 3. Also described in this section
is the mechanism of virtual processors which allow circuit elements to be assigned to simulation hardware
at run-time on a demand basis. Section 4 describes the architecture of the MSE. The architecture
is developed by observing how potential concurrency in the MOSSIM algorithm can be exploited by

hardware. Section 5 discusses the performance of the MSE. The paper concludes with a status report
on the MSE project and some directions for future research.
.

2 A Survey of Simulation Machines
Existing logic simulation engines [3-8) reduce simulations times by several orders of magnitude compared
to conventional computers. The techniques used to achieve this performance improvement can be applied
to switch-level simulation as well. In this section we discuss two logic simulation machines: the Yorktown
Simulation Engine (YSE) and the ZyCAD Logic Evaluator (ZLE). We compare these machines with the
MSE and identify their strengths and weaknesses.

2.1 The Yorktown Simulation Engine
The YSE is a multiprocessor composed of up to 256 logic processors connected by a crossbar switch.[3-5]
Each logic processor simulates a logic subnetwork of up to 4K four-input gates. The YSE performs
either zero delay or unit delay logic simulation using an approach where every gate is simulated every
cycle. This rank order or compiled logic [18) approach is inefficient as the activity in logic circuits
exhibits considerable locality and typically no more than 5%to 10%of the gates are active at any given
time. Although a simulation speed of 12.5M gate evaluations per second (GEPS) is claimed for the
YSE, because of the sparse nature of logic activity typically no more than 1.25M effective GEPS will be
achieved.
The YSE is based on a unidirectional gate model which does not lend itself to MOS switch-level
simulation. Although a switch level simulator has been programmed on the YSE, by devising logic
circuits which model the path strength equations of the switch-level model [11],[19], this approach to
switch level simulation suffers from several limitations. First, since several logic gates are required to
simulate a single transistor, the approach is inherently inefficient. Few values of strengths are available,
making the modeling of phenomena such as charge sharing difficult. Also, the lack of an event-driven
simulation kernel makes it impossible to determine when path finding has completed, forcing all path
tracing to be run for a maximum time bound.

2.2 The ZyCAD Logic Evaluator
The ZLE is the first commercially available simulation machine.[6) The ZLE consists of up to 15 processors
each of which simulates a subnetwork of up to 64K gates. The machine simulates circuits modeled as
a network of three-input gates and one-input bidirectional elements. While technical details of the
machine have not been published, the available sales literature [6) indicates that it uses event driven [18]
simulation which overcomes many of the limitations of the YSE's compiled-logic simulation.
The ZLE includes two features which attempt to bridge the gap between logic simulation and switch-level
simulation: bidirectional elements and signal strengths. Later models of the ZLE simulate a bidirectional
element. This element propagates logic signals between two I/0 ports, A and B, with the direction
of propagation determined by a control port, C. This bidirectional element has several shortcomings
compared to the switch level model. Since the bidirectional element only operates one direction at
a time, simulation using this model will not detect sneak paths in a circuit. Since the bidirectional
element propagates only a logic signal and does not reflect the electrical characteristics of one port to
A
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the other, charge sharing effects will not be detected. By not propagating strength information through
bidirectional elements, the ZLE cannot model complex p&88 transistor structures such as barrel shifters
and multiplexors with all transistors represented as bidirectional elements. Although these structures do
not actually exploit the bidirectional characteristics of MOSFET's, an error in the design might cause
a sneak path that would go undetected it it were simulated with unidirectional pass transistor models.
Also, since the ZLE does not perform path tracing, an unknown on the control input of a bidirectional
element leads to an overly pessimistic propagation of unknowns in the circuit.
The ZLE uses three-valued strength system where the three strengths correspond to driven, pulled and
charged. While this system allows the user to model ratio logic and wire-OR busses, it falla short of the
switch level model in the following areas: Three strengths are usually not sufficient to model the number
of different node siles and transistor strengths in a circuit. The strengths are used only to determine
the state of a net and are not propagated through circuit elements.

2.8 Comparison

As shown in Table 1, the two logic simulation machines described above offer better logic simulation
speed than the MSEj however this speed is achieved at the expense of accuracy and flexibility. The MSE
is the only machine supporting switch-level MOS models and run-time binding of circuit elements to
simulation hardware.
MSE
YSE ZLE
Speed/Proc (GEPS) 250K 12.5M 2.5M
Gates/Proc
4K
4K 64K
Max Gates
none
1M
1M
Event Driven
yes
yes
no
yes
MOS models
no
no
Run-Time Binding
yes
no
no
Table 1. Comparison of Simulation Engines

2.4 Strengths of Conventional Simulation Engines
Conventional simulation engines are quite successful at improving the performance of logic simulation
by orders of magnitude over conventional computers. The techniques used by these machines to achieve
speed improvement include: specialization, functional concurrency, subnetwork concurrency and mixed
mode simulation. Each of these techniques can be applied to switch-level simulation as well.
Specialization involves dedicating special hardware to perform a frequently occurring operation. An
example of specialization is the function unit in the YSE which simulates a general four input logic gate
in one cycle. Without this special hardware, several cycles would be required to determine the gate
output.
Functional Concurrency is achieved by performing several of the simulation functions in parallel. An
example of functional concurrency is the pipe lined gate evaluation in the YSE where several functions
(fetch instruction, fetch data, simulate gate, store result) are performed simultaneously. The success of

this technique depends on proper balancing of the function units to prevent anyone function unit from
becoming a bottleneck.
Subcircuit Concurrency is achieved by partitioning the circuit into 8ubcircuits and processing each subcircuit simultaneously. Both of the machines described above make some use of subcircuit concurrency.
The low activity of logic circuits acts as a tw~edged sword in this case. The locality of the logic activity minimizes inter-processor communication preventing processors from idling due to communications
delays. However, since only 5%to 10%of the logic circuits are active at once, and since the active circuits
tend to be clustered, only 5%to 10%of the processors may be active at once.
Mixed Mode Simulation: The capability to simulate uninteresting subcircuits at a high level gives a
significant performance improvement. Much less computation is required to simulate one high-level unit
(ego a 64K RAM) than to simulate many smaller units and their interactions (ego the 64K+ transistors
in the RAM). Mixed mode simulation also greatly increases the capacity of the machine. Simulating
function blocks at a high level leaves more of the capacity of the machine available for the rest of the
circuit. The YSE's array processor8 simulate memories at a high level. The logic simulation machine
proposed by Abromovici et.al. [20,21] incorporates a more complete mixed mode simulation facility.

2.0 Weaknesses of Conventional Simulation Engines
Existing simulation machines suffer from two major weaknesses: 1) they do not accurately model MOS
circuits and 2) they bind circuit elements to simulation hardware at compile time.
Logic simulators are inadequate for many MOS circuits which cannot be described in terms of gates.
Designers often attempt to force these circuits into a logic model by using several gates to model one
transistor. [22] Some logic simulators attempt to provide features such as strengths which mimic the
behavior of a switch level simulator. These approaches in general do not model the subtleties of MOS
circuits. Switch-level simulation is fundamentally different from logic simulation. Switch level simulation
operates by tracing paths to solve for the steady state response of a circuit. This steady state response
is difficult to compute using logic gate models.
All existing simulation machines bind circuit elements to simulation hardware at compile time. In the
YSE, even the interconnection performed by the crossbar switch is determined at compile time. This
compile time binding limits the size of circuits which can be simulated to the size of the available
hardware. Compile time binding also limits the effective concurrency by forcing processors bound to
idle subcircuits to remain idle.
The design of the MSE incorporates the speedup techniques used by logic simulation engines and uses the
MOSSIM algorithm and run-time binding to overcome their weaknesses. Run time binding attempts to
solve the problem of load balancing. With run-time binding of circuit subnetworks to hardware, a virtual
processor mechanism can be implemented where each subnetwork is assigned to a virtual processor, but
only the active virtual processors require physical hardware. The use of virtual processors also eliminates
an upper bound on the size of a circuit which can be simulated. The virtual processor mechanism is
described in more detail in section 3.

3 Algorithm
The MSE implements the switch-level algorithm described previously [11], referred to here as the
"MOSSIM" algorithm. Some modifications were made to the data structures and control flow used in the
A
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simulator MOSSIM IT, a software implementation of the algorithm, to better exploit the characteristics
of hardware. This algorithm, is based on a formal switch-level model of MOS transistor networks.
By modeling MOS transistor ratios and node capacitances and by considering an MOS transistor as a
truly bidirectional device, MOSSIM provides considerably more accurate simulation of MOS LSI than
conventional logic simulators. MOSSIM achieves performance comparable with logic gate simulators by
using an event-driven scheduling algorithm that exploits the locality of events in a circuit. We will give
only an overview of the switch-level model and theory in this paper.

3.1 Model
A switch-level network consists of a set of nodes connected by transistors. An input node provides a
strong, externally-set signal much like a voltage source in an electrical circuit. All other nodes are storage
nodes, able to store a value in the absence of an applied input and to share charge with other storage
nodes. Nodal capacitances are modeled by assigning each storage node a size, from the set {'" 1, ••• , "'m=}
according to the relative capacitance of the node compared to other nodes in the network. Node sizes are
ordered, "'1 < ... <
When a set of storage nodes share charge, the resulting state is determined
by the state(s) of the strongest node(s). Input nodes are indicated by a size w. Node voltages are
represented by states 0 (low), 1 (high), and X (invalid or uninitialized.)

"'m='

A transistor is a device with terminals labeled, "gate", "source", and "drain" that acts as a resistive
switch connecting the source and drain nodes controlled by the state of the gate node. All transistors
are viewed as bidirectional elements with no predetermined direction of information or current flow. A
transistor has a type indicating the conditions under which it will become conducting and a strength
indicating its conductance relative to other transistors in a ratioed circuit. Transistor types n and d
conduct when the gate node is in state 1, while transistor types p and d conduct when the gate node
is in state O. When the gate node of an n or p transistor is in state X, the transistor is modeled as
having arbitrary conductance between fully conducting and open circuited. Transistor conductances
are modeled by assigning each transistor a strength from the set {'"'II,"" '"'Ima.,} where strengths are
ordered '"'II < ... < '"'Imas. In a ratioed circuit consisting of paths of conducting transistors from several
input nodes to a storage node, the state of the node is determined by the state(s) of the input node(s)
connected by maximum strength paths, where the strength of a path equals the minimum transistor
strength in the path. Transistor conduction conditions are represented by states 0 (nonconducting), 1
(fully conducting), and X (between nonconducting and conducting).

3.2 Data Structure:
A switch-level network is represented by three data structures in the MSE, in a manner similar to an
adjacency list representation of a graph. These data structures are shown in figure 2. In fact the
simulation algorithm treats the network as a dynamic multigraph, where each transistor, depending on
its state, can create an edge from its source to its drain and from its drain to its source. A fourth data
structure, the stack memory STKM is used to schedule nodes for evaluation. The node list memory,
NLM, contains a record for each node, with fields indicating the parameters of the node (size, type, and
state), a pointer to the fanout list (representing the set all transistors for which this node is the gate),
and a pointer to the link list (representing the set of all transistors for which this node is the source or
drain.) The link list memory, LLM, contains a pair of link records for each transistor: one providing
a pointer from the source node to the drain, and one providing a pointer from the drain node to the
source. Each link list record also contains fields indicating the transistor parameters (type, strength, and
state.) The records in this memory are organized in link I£sts, blocks of contiguous memory locations
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each containing the set of link records pointing from a given node to all adjacent nodes. The gate list
memory GLM contains gate records, pointers to the links representing transistors for which this node
is the gate. The gate records are organised in fanout lists, blocks of contiguous memory locations each
containing the set of gate records pointing to all links representing transistors for which a given node
is the gate. Thus, every transistor in the network requires two link records and two gate records in the
data structure. By describing the connectivities in the network as sets of pointers organised in blocks,
the hardware can traverse the network by following pointers and enumerate connections by sequencing
through memory with a counter. By comparison, MOSSIM IT also represents the network connectivities
as sets of pointers but organizes them in linked list.. We chose a different representation for the MSE
to reduce the overhead of the extra memory required to store pointers in a linked list.
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Figure 2. MSE Network Data Structure

3.3 Algorithm
To simulate a circuit over a sequence of input vectors, the MSE proceeds as follows:

Set all node. to X
For each input vector do
begin
Update input node.
do begin
1. Logic Update
2. Perturbation
3. Blocking Strength
4. Up/Down Strength
end
until .table state reached or step limit exceeded
end

MSE ALGORITHM - MAJOR Loop

To simulate the response of a circuit to a new set of input values, the MSE repeatedly computes the
A
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new excitation states and sets the nodes to their excitation states until a stable state is reached (i.e.
the current states equal the excitation states), or a user-specified step limit is exceeded. Computing the
excitations involves setting the transistors according to the states of their gate nodes (step 1 in the above
program), and computing the steady state response of the nodes (steps 2-4), i.e. the new states formed
on the storage nodes due to the connections from input nodes and other storage nodes formed by the
conducting transistors.

In general, the algorithm need only compute the steady state response of those nodes that could be
affected by the changing conduction states of the transistors and the changing states of the input nodes.
All other nodes will have steady state responses equal to their current states. By recomputing the node
states only in the active portions of the network, a switch-level simulator can achieve a performance
comparable to event-driven logic gate simulators.
Unlike logic simulators that propagate logic values through a gate network, MOSSIM computes the
steady state response by analyzing the paths in the graph with edges for each transistor in the 1 or
X state between its source and drain nodes. The steady state responses of the nodes are determined
by the paths in the graph as follows. A path consists of a root node and a (possibly empty) sequence
of edges to a destination node. The strength of a path is defined as the minimum of the size of the
root and the strengths of the transistors corresponding to the edges, where strength values are ordered
11:1 <
< It ...... < ')'1 < ... < ')'.,.os < w. This ordering of node sizes relative to transistor strengths
reflects the fact that a path of conducting transistors from an input node to a storage node can override
any stored charge, and that the state of an input node is not affected by the network connections. A
path is definite if none of its edges correspond to transistors in the X state. A path is blocked, if for
some initial segment of the path (i.e. a path consisting of the same root node and a subset of the edges)
and for some definite path with the same destination as the initial segment, the strength of the definite
path is greater than that of the initial segment. For a given storage node, its steady state response is
determined by the current states of the nodes at the roots of the unblocked paths having this node as
destination. That is, the steady state response equals 0 (respectively 1) if the current states of all the
root nodes equal 0 (respectively 1), and equals X otherwise. It has been shown that this definition in
terms of unblocked paths handles ratioed circuits, dynamic charge storage, charge sharing, attenuating
pass transistors and unknown logic states in a very accurate manner [11].
0

••

The four steps in the above program perform the following functions. During the Logic Update step, the
conduction states of the transistors whose gate nodes have changed state are updated, and the source
and drain nodes of these transistors are queued for the next step. During the Perturbation step, the set
of all nodes that could be affected by the changing transistor states are found by starting at the nodes
queued in the logic update step and traversing the links representing transistors in the 1 or X state. Any
path containing an input node other than at the root must be blocked. Hence, the links leading out
from an input node are not traversed. Each time a new node is encountered, it is added to the queue.
This process continues until no further nodes are found.
The two remaining steps serve to compute the steady state response for all nodes in the queue. The
Blocking Strength step determines the strength of the strongest definite path to each node. This
computation proceeds in a manner similar to Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm [23], except that rather
than finding the path that minimizes the sum of the edge lengths, it finds the path that maximizes the
minimum edge strength. That is, for every node n, the value block(n) is initialized to the size of the node
and all nodes are placed in a set 5. The computation proceeds iteratively by selecting and removing a
node n from 5 that maximizes block(n) and for each link l in the link list for n with state 1 pointing to
a node m in 5, it computes block(m) +- min(block(n), strength(l))]. This process continues until the set
5 is empty. The Up/Down Strength step computes the up (respectively down) value for each node, i.e.
the strength of the strongest unblocked path to the node having a root node in the 1 or X (respectively
o or X). IT no such path exists, the value is set to 0, where 0 < I t l ' This computation also proceeds in
a manner similar to Dijkstra's algorithm.
A
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For each node n, the value up{n) (respectively down{n») is initialiled to the size of n if the current state
of node n is 1 or X (respectively 0 or X) and the sile of n is greater than or equal to block{n). Otherwise
up{n) (respectively down{n» is initialiled to o. Starting with the set S containing all nodes, a node n is
selected that maximizes the value of max{ up{ n), down{ n» and removed from S. For each link I in the
link list for n with state 1 or X pointing to a node m, it computes

u (m)
p

+-

{max[up{m),min{up{n),strength{l»],
0, else

min{up{n),strength{l»] ~ block{m)

and similarly for computing down{m). If this computation causes the value of up{m) or down(m)
to change, m must be added back to S if it had previously been removed.· Once this computation
terminates, the steady state response of node n equals 1 if down( n) equals 0, 0 if up{ n) equals 0, and X
otherwise.
To map the MOSSIM algorithm into hardware, each of the four steps described above was manipulated
to fit into a single algorithm template, given below. This factoring of code across the simulation steps
allows the same control logic to be used for each simulation step, a criterion more important in hardware
design than in software. During the 4 steps, different operations of operations are performed, different
types of records are followed, and different scheduling criteria are used (indicated by the statements in
square brackets), but the overallllow of control is identical.

For each scheduled node n:
Operate on n
[schedule n for next step]
For each active record r in some list for n:
Operate on dest(r)
[schedule dest(r) for this step]
[schedule dest(r) for next step]

MSE -

ALGORITHM TEMPLATE

During the logic update step, no operation is performed on n, but n is scheduled for the next step.
Then for each record in the fanout list for n, the state of the link pointed to is updated. During the
perturbation step, the values of block(n), up{n), and down{n) are initialized, and n is scheduled for the
next step. Then for each record in the link list for n having state 1 or X, the node pointed to is scheduled
for the current step. During the blocking strength step, nodes are removed from the queue in decreasing
order of their block values, and the node is scheduled for the next step. Then for each record in the
link list having state 1, the block value of the node pointed to is updated as described before. During
the up/down strength step, nodes are removed from the queue in decreasing order of the maximum of
their up and down values. For each record in the link list having state 1 or X, the up and down values
of the node pointed to are updated as described earlier. If either of these values changes, the node is
scheduled for the current step. The new state of the node is computed (even though it may need to
be recomputed), and if different from the current state, the node is scheduled for the next step (the
up/down step of the next iteration.)

As can be seen by the preceding discussion, the MSE algorithm differs in many respects from conventional
logic gate simulators .

•Th...

change. to the control flow of Dijkstra'. algorithm are required to compute both the up and down value.
lim ultaneou.ly .
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The fundamental operations involve traversing graphs and computing path strengths. The order in
which nodes and links are traversed depends on the dynamic settings of the transistor states, and hence
an architecture with a predetermined control flow such as the YSE would not be appropriate. Like logic
gate simulation, however, the fundamental operations of switch-level are quite simple, and the algorithm
models all of the nuances of MOS circuits with a single computational paradigm (in terms of unblocked
paths). These properties permit a cost-effective hardware implementation that improves greatly on the
performance of software switch-level simulators.

3.4 VU'tual Processors
The very locality of activity that enables subcircuit concurrency and localized steady state response
computation can lead to a degradation in performance due to idle processors. If the amount of activity
in each processor is not equal, processors with low activity will complete a processing step early and
remain idle until all processors complete the step. To avoid this potential degradation, we have developed
the concept of virtual processors (VPs). This concept is analogous to that of virtual memory [24]. We
partition the circuit into many more sub circuits than we have physical processors. A virtual processor,
associated with each subcircuit, contains the complete state of the simulation of that circuit. To maximize
throughput, the VPs are dynamically mapped to physical processors (PPs) based on activity. As soon
as a VP becomes idle, it is swapped out to be replaced by a VP with activity. This mechanism minimizes
the amount of time a PP is idle. This virtual processing method also permits a trade-off between the
amount of hardware (Le. number of physical processors), and the speed of simulation, without affecting
the maximum size circuit that can be simulated. In order to implement the virtual processor concept, a
swapping mechanism, mapping mechanism, and scheduling algorithm are required.
Swapping is implemented at the VP level by copying the entire state of a VP into backing store. If
we restrict swapping to occur at the completion of the outer loop of each algorithm, none of the PP's
working registers need be saved or restored. Only the node list, link list, gate list and event stacks
(including stack pointers) need be copied. After the old VP is swapped out, the new VP is swapped in
by copying its state from backing store.
Mapping is required on all interprocessor communications. An individual VP uses only local addresses
and requires no mapping. In fact, as long as it is not moved to a different processor group, a VP need not
know which PP it is executing on. Mapping is implemented in the interprocessor message switch. All
messages are transmitted with virtual addrenes. The message switch queues arriving messages according
to virtual address. A separate message queue is maintained for each VP. A routing table in the message
switch holds the current virtual processor to physical processor mapping and is used to direct output
from the queues.
An additional benefit of using short local addresses within VPs and longer global addresses only for
interprocessor communication is that the storage requirements for pointers is greatly reduced. Also, the
hierarchical addressing mechanism of the MSE is implemented so that it need not be limited to two
levels of hierarchy. Messages could be passed between message switches using a third level of addressing.
Thus, the sile of network the MSE can simulate is not limited by address size.
A Scheduling Algorithm controls the assignment of virtual processors to physical processors. An efficient
scheduling algorithm should optimize throughput by keeping all physical processors busy all the time.
A candidate scheduling algorithm is shown below:

Starting Fro. an Initial AsSignment
Whil. some virtual processor is not don.
A
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It a process. p1. on processor P i. done
Select the .wapped out proces •• p2. with the
longe.t queue
Swap p1 out ot proces.or P
Swap p2 in to proce.sor P
VIRTUAL PROCESSOR SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

4 Architecture
The MSE achieves its performance through subnetwork concurrency, functional concurrency and
specialization. Subnetwork concurrency involves partitioning the network into several subnetworks and
simulating the subnetworks in parallel. Within each processor functional concurrency is achieved by
performing the operations of scheduling, node evaluation and network traversal in parallel. Finally, in
performing each of these operations specialized logic circuits are used to implement the time critical
functions offering orders of magnitude speedup over general purpose computer instructions.

As shown in figure 3, the MSE consists of a number of subnetwork processors (SP) connected by a
message bus (ME) to a message switch (MS). Auxiliary processors (AP) may also be connected to the
ME to perform functional simulation. A host processor (HP) is connected to all processors by the host
bus (HB). The HP controls the operation of the MSE, performs virtual processor swapping and has the
ability to read and write each register and memory location in the machine.

SP

•••

Figure 3. MSE Block Diagram

The SPs and APs simulate subnetworks of a circuit in parallel. Interactions between subnetworks create
messages which are routed through the MS. The MS performs a virtual subnetwork to physical SP
translation for each message and queues messages for subnetworks which are swapped out. Simulation
studies indicate that up to eight SPs may be attached to a single ME/MS without significant degradation
due to bus contention.
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4.1 Subnetwork Processor
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Figure 4. Subnetwork Processor Block Diagram
The SP, shown in figure 4, is the hardware kernel of the MSE. Each SP has a capacity of 4096 nodes a.nd
16384 transistors partitioned into separate physical processors of 1024 nodes each. An SP implements
the MOSSIM algorithm performing all operations for its subnetwork and sending messages to the MS
for operations involving other subnetworks. To exploit all possible functional concurrency a separate
function unit is associated with each major data structure. The scheduling unit (SU) implements the
scheduling priority queues. The node memory and a path strength unit which operates on nodes a.re
contained in the node operation unit (NOU). The network traversal unit (NTU), contains the link
and gate lists which describe the transistors and the network connectivity. The SP also contains two
additional function units. The control processor supervises operation of the SP, and the input/output
unit handles inter-processor communication. Specialized hardware was added to each unit as necessary
to balance their performance so that no one unit was a. bottleneck.

Node Operation Unit (NOU)
The NOU manages the node list data structure performing operating on pairs of nodes as directed by the
SU and NTU. The NOU, shown in figure 5, consists of a node list memory (NLM), associated addressing
registers, and a node data path containing a path strength unit (PSU), and source (SNR), destination
(DNR) and result (RRR) registers.
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Figure 5. Node Operation Unit Block Diagram

This hardware performs the node operations used to trace paths in the network. It operates by selecting
the highest priority node from the active list and computing the effects of this source node on all
connected destination nodes. If a destination node is updated as the result of this operation, it is added
to the active list. First the NOU requests the highest priority node from the SUo The SU responds by
returning the address of this source node, N s. The a.ddress is latched in an addressing register and used
to read the source node record from the NLM. This record is latched in the SNR and its link and gate
pointers are passed to the NTU. The NTU returns the addresses of nodes which are connected to Ns
through an on or unknown transistor. As each of these destination node addresses is returned to the
NOU, it is latched in an addressing register and used to read a destination node, ND\, from the NLM.
After the node record for N D , is latched in the DNR, the PSU performs the path strength computation
and the result is latched in the RRR and then written back to the NLM. If the destination node is
updated, its address is placed on the active list so the change can be propagated to its neighbors.
Operations on destination nodes are pipelined four ways as shown in figure 6 below. While the address
of the fourth destination node ND4 arrives from the NTU, the record for ND3 is read from the NLM,
nodes Ns and ND2 are operated on in the PSU, the results from operating on destination node NDt are
written back to the NLM. Pipelining allows a path strength operation to be performed once per clock
cycle after the pipeline is full. There is some overhead, however, for loading new source nodes. This
pipelining is an example of fine-grain functional concurrency (generate address, fetch, operate, write
result) nested within the higher level functional concurrency of the SU, NOU and NTU.
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Figure 6. Destination Node Operation Pipelining
Specialization is also used to accelerate the operation of the NOU. The PSU hardware performs the path
strength operation in lOOns. This operations requires
30 lines of Mainsail [25] code, or
150j.Ls to
perform in software. This speedup, by a factor of 1000, appears to greatly outweigh the contribution
of pipelining; however, without pipelining it is not possible to get data to the PSU fast enough to take
advantage of its performance. Both functional concurrency and specialization are required to achieve
balanced performance.

=

=

Scheduling Unit (SU)
The SU manages the priority queue data structure used for scheduling operations on nodes. The priority
queues are implemented using buckets. Each bucket is a linked list stack allocated from a free list. A
separate stack is used for each priority level for both the current and next simulation steps. Since nodes
are scheduled according to signal strength, there are sixteen stacks for each step, one stack for each
strength. Hooks are provided to add timing simulation by allocating a separate stack for each time
increment in the logic update step.

As shown in figure 7, the SU consists of a stack memory (STKM), a stack pointer memory (SPM), and
a free pointer (FP). To support a linked list structure, each entry in the STKM contains two fields, data
and next. The FP points to the beginning of the free list and each SP in the SPM points to to top of a
scheduling stack. A strength counter (SC) keeps track of the strongest node scheduled for the current
step so that nodes can be retrieved in order of strength. An empty comparator (EC) checks pointers for
a null value.

STKM

suso
r. IIGU
Control

FilJure 7. Scheduling Unit Block Diagram
SU operations are initiated by NOU requests to pop the highest priority node from the current step's
priority queue or to push a node on either the current or next step's queue. The push operation takes
place in one clock cycle. During the read half of the cycle, the FP is used as an address to read the head
of the free list from the STKM. At the same time, the strength of the signal being pushed and the current
simulation step are used as an address to read the appropriate stack pointer (SP) from the SPM. During
the write half of the clock cycle, the links are adjusted (SP <- FP, FP <- NEXT, NEXT <- SP).
Then the data and the updated links are written.
The pop operation proceeds in two steps: finding the highest priority non-empty stack, and then removing
the head of this stack. The SC, an estimate of the highest priority for which a node is scheduled, is
used to address the SPM and is decremented until a non-empty stack is found. Since the SC tracks each
push, it is always an upper bound on the highest non-empty priority. Once a non-empty stack is found,
the data is read and the pointers are adjusted by reversing the assignments listed above for push.
Specialization is used in the SU to match its speed to the requirements of the NOU. A push takes
only one clock cycle, and since the initial value of the SC almost never finds an empty stack the pop
operation typically takes two clock cycles. Implementing these operations in software would take about
10 assembly language instructions or lOllS.
Network Traversal Unit (NTU)
The NTU manages the network topology data structure. It traverses the adjacency list of the current
source node returning pointers to destination nodes. During the logic update step the NTU updates the
state of transistors controlled by nodes which have changed states. The two operations correspond to
the link list and gate list data structures shown in figure 2.
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Figure 8. Network Traversal Unit Block Diagram

A block diagram of the NTU is shown in figure 8. The link and gate lists for each node are stored as
arrays in the link and gate list memory (LGLM). The LGLM is addressed by three registers: the gate
address counter (GAC), the link address counter (LAC) and the indirect link pointer (ILP). A transistor
update unit (TUU) updates transistor states.
In operation, the NOU passes the link and gate pointers of the source node, N s , to the NTU. These
pointers are latched into the LAC and GAC. To return an adjacency list the LAC is incremented each
cycle to sequence through the source node's link list. Each link in the list is examined to determine if
it is active and if it is local or external. The pointers from local active links are returned to the NOU.
External active links initiate a message transmission to the destination node's virtual processor.
During the LU step, the NTU sequences through a node's gate list and updates all the destination link
records with their new state. First the source node's gate pointer is latched in the GAC. As the GAC
sequences through the gate list, the link pointer in each gate record is latched in the ILP. This link is
then read from the LGLM, modified in the TUU and written back. If the state of a link changes, a
pointer to it's destination node is passed back to the NOU so it can be scheduled for reevaluation.
Arrays are used to implement the lists in the NTU because these lists are static. Linked lists are used
in the SU to allow memory to be dynamically allocated among the lists. Implementing a list as an array
allows it to be quickly sequenced by a counter and avoids the overhead of storing next pointers; however
changing the size of an array requires copying. While the linked list implementation incurs the overhead
of next pointers it is required in the SU where the distribution of memory among the event lists varies
considerably with time.

4.2 Message Switch
The MS routes and queues messages caused by external link and gate records in the NTU. It performs
a virtual subnetwork to physical SP translation for each message and queues messages for subnetworks
which are swapped out.
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As shown in figure 9, The message switch consists of an input FIFO, a mapping memory (MM), a queue
memory (QM), an output port and a message control processor (MOP). Messages from SPs arrive and
are queued in the input FIFO. Each message in turn is then processed by looking up the location oC its
destination VP in the MM. If the destination VP is resident in a PP, the PP address replaces the VP
address in the message, and the message is routed to the output port. If the destination processor is
swapped out, the meuage is queued in the QM. When a processor is swapped in, the MOP transmits its
queued messages over the output port.
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Figure 9. Message Switch, Block Diagram

4.3 Auxiliary Processor
An auxiliary processor (AP) is planned to provide special purpose hardware to improve the speed oC event
driven functional simulation. Simulation studies using the DSIM: functional simulator [26J have suggested
a number of areas where special purpose hardware can accelerate Cunctional simulation. A scheduling
unit and network traversal unit similar to the units in the SP would speed up event list management and
fanout list traversal. Hardware can speed up message passing between virtual processors and interCacing
functional signals to switch-level signals. A signal manipulation unit would accelerate extracting sub fields
of signals and resolving confiicts on signal nodes. Also models for commonly used functional units such
as ROMs RAMs and PLAs could be accelerated by hardware.
A block diagram of the AP is shown in figure 10. An input/output unit (IOU), handles communication
with the message switch. An scheduling unit, (SU), performs event scheduling Cor logic updates. When
an event occurs, the SU sends a signal pointer to the NTU which scans the sensitization list Cor each
signal to determine which functional blocks must be resimulated. Simple functional blocks such as
ROMs, RAMS and PLAs will be simulated by an array evaluation unit (AEU). More complex function
blocks will be simulated by a 68000 microprocessor.
Adding a functional simulation capability to a simulation accelerator is important for two reasons. First,
it allows large circuits to be simulated quickly using mixed mode simulation. More importantly, it
allows the input vectors to be generated and output vectors to be checked by Cunctional models within
the machine. Without this capability setting input vectors and checking output vectors in the host
processor can become a bottleneck.
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Figure 10. Auxiliary Proce88or, Block Diagram

4.4 Host Processor

The host processor (HP) acts as the user interface to the MSE and the global MSE controller. The host
processor performs the following functions:
~

command interpretation,

~

setting nodes for input vectors and watching nodes for output vectors,

~

loading and partitioning the circuit model,

~

coordinating SP, MS, and AP operation,

~

debugging and system diagnostics.

Currently the HP is a SUN-l workstation running the V-Kernel. We are planning on replacing this host
in the near future with a SUN-2 workstation running UNIX.

5 Performance
The performance of the MSE has been measured at 1.5M path strength operations per second (PSOPS).
This corresponds to about 150K GEPS for gate oriented circuits, about 300 times faster than a VAX
11/780 running MOSSIM II. [12]
Compared to the other simulation engines shown in table 1, the MSE appears to be an order of magnitude
lower in performance. However, efforts to accurately simulate MOS circuits using conventional logic
simulators [19, 22] generally require four to six gates to model a single transistor, and several passes
through these gates to model a transistor state change. Furthermore, such models are usually not capable
~
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~

of modeling many MOS circuit phenomena such as charge sharing, and sneak paths. Thus, for accurate
MOS simulation, the MSE offers better performance than any existing simulation machine.
The performance figure of 1.5M PSOPS waa measured on the prototype MSE hardware using small
benchmark circuits. While the MSE can achieve speeds of 5M ROPS when its node operation pipeline
remains full and no input nodes are encountered, in the benchmark circuits these ideal conditions rarely
occurred. In practice the each node has an average of three neighbors. AB soon as the pipeline is filled
for one source node, it must idle for three cycles while the next source node is loaded. Also, typically one
quarter to one third of the nodes encountered during simulation are input nodes. When an input node
is a destination node, the node operation is performed in the opposite direction requiring an additional
cycle.
The relationship of 10 path strength operations per logic event was determined by functional simulation
of larger benchmark circuits containing a few thousand transistors. The MSE functional simulator is a
5000 line Mainsail program which simulates the MSE at the register transfer level. [25] Across a wide
range of circuits ranging from 20 nodes to 2000 nodes in size, functional simulations show that the MSE
requires an average of 10 path strength operations per logic event. A logic event is defined as a logic
update of a transistor gate. This type of event often triggers re-evaluation of an entire logic gate and
corresponds well with evaluating a multi-input gate.
A breakdown of where the MSE spends its time is shown in figure 11. Only 10%of the time is spent in
the logic update step while over 60%of the total time is spent in the path tracing steps. The design of the
MSE has been influenced by these statistics with an emphasis being placed on improving the performance
of the path finding process. In the future, we believe that the most performance improvement will result
from optimisations in the perturbation step which will reduce the number of nodes which must be
re-evaluated during the relaxation steps.
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Figure 11. MSE Activity Profile

While we have run some simulations of MSEs with several SPs, we have not taken sufficient data to
make any conclusions about the efficiency of multiprocessing or the performance of the virtual processor
load balancing mechanism.
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6 History and Status
The MSE project waa begun in July 1983 with a study of static and dynamic locality in MOS transi.!ltor
networks. Baaed on this study, the architecture waa defined in early August. To test the architecture
the MSE functional simulator waa written during August and waa operational by early September. From
September to February 1984, the an implementation of the MSE SP was designed using standard catalog
parts. The design uses 396 integrated circuits packaged on a single wire-wrap board. The board waa
wired in May and debugging waa completed in October of 1984.
Much work remains to be done. A great deal of systems software must be written before the MSE can
be used by designers to simulate their chips. It would be valuable to construct a multiprocessor MSE
with additional SPs and a MS to test the idea of virtual network processing. Experiments must be
performed to determine message and swapping traffic and their dependency on the ratio of physical SPs
to virtual subnetworks. More work is also needed on building processors to accelerate functional and
circuit simulation so the MSE can be incorporated in a mixed-mode simulation environment.

7 Conclusion
We have designed and constructed the MOSSIM Simulation Engine, a special purpose processor to
accelerate switch-level simulation of MOS VLSI circuits. The MSE overcomes two limitations of existing
simulation engines: The MSE, by using switch level models, provides greater accuracy when simulating
MOS circuits. MOS effects such as charge sharing, sneak paths and dynamic storage are correctly
simulated. By using virtual network processing the MSE is able to simulate circuits larger than the size
of the simulation machine. We conjecture that virtual network processing makes more efficient use of
parallel processors.
For a problem to be a candidate for special purpose hardware, it must be computationally demanding,
have a stable and structured algorithm, have potential parallelism (both functional and structural),
and have some operations which are poorly matched to the capabilities of a general purpose computer.
Speedup is achieved through specialization and concurrency. This speedup must be balanced so that
specialized logic does not idle waiting for data.
The implementation of special purpose hardware should not simply follow a software implementation.
The cost/performance characteristics of hardware and software are very different. In hardware it is
important to fit the problem into a uniform execution mechanism and then to accelerate this uniform
mechanism. For the MSE, the MOSSIM algorithm waa modified to fit an algorithm template. The
hardware of the machine was then designed to optimize execution of the template.
The ideas incorporated in the MSE can be applied to many problems of a similar nature. Many algorithms
which appear to be irregular can in fact be fit to a template which can form the basis for special purpose
hardware. The concept of virtual network processing, run-time binding of sub-networks to hardware,
can be applied to any problem which is characterized by sparse clustered activity. Other problems which
are candidates for special purpose hardware and virtual network processing include circuit simulation,
geometry compaction, and routing. It is interesting to note that these problems also use a sparse dynamic
graph data structure and could make use or the scheduling and network traversal units or the MSE.
One direction of future research is to construct more Hexible hardware accelerators. There are rar
too many demanding applications to construct special purpose hardware for each application. We
propose constructing special purpose hardware to accelerate operations on common data structures. By
combining these accelerators in different ways designers can share hardware much in the same way that
programmers share code. For example, many of the components of the MSE are involved in graph

operations such as path finding. These components could be packaged as a graph accelerator and
combined with other accelerators to address a wider range of problems.
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